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ABSTRACT 
The obj ect of this investigation was to obtain information on the 
strength and behavior of reinforced concrete beams subj ected to rapid 
loading. To this end, 33 beams of various strengths, 6 by 12 inches 
in eros s section and 9 feet or 12 feet- 8 inches in span were tested 
under static and dynamic loads. Three percentages of tension rein-
forcernent were ernployed using intermediate grade steel. Sorne beams 
also had cornpression and/ or shear reinforcement. Concrete strength, 
beam width and depth, and yield strength of reinforcement were essen-
tially constant. 
Eight of the two-point loaded beams were tested statically, requir-
ing frorn about two to six minutes each to reach collapse deflection. 
In the dynamic tests of the other 25 bearns, loads were applied in from 
0.1 to 0.8 times the natural period of vibration of the beam. Some of 
the dynaITlic loads were of "infinite" duration, while others were term-
inated at from one-half to three times the beam period. The load levels 
varied from less than static yield capacity to more than dynamic ultimate 
capacity. 
The analysis of the test results consists of determining the dynamic 
resistance characteristics of the test beams. This was accomplished by 
considering the beam. to be a single-degree-of-freedom system and 
analyzing its behavior on an analog computer. The measured load pulse 
was fed into the cornputer along with an arbitrary resistance function for 
the beam. This resistance function was then changed until its response 
rnatched the response ITleasured in the test. Dynamic resistance functions 
were also determined using the strain rates measured in some of the 
tests together with the available results of dynamic tests of coupons of 
reinforcing bars. The resistance functions determined with the analog 
computer are cOITlpared with the computed functions and with the static 
load- deflection characteristics. An analytical procedure for the deter-
mination of the dynamic resistance of reinforced concrete beams is 
propo s ed which involves the us e of the defle ction rate at yield. 
The most important conclusions concern the direct relation between 
the dynam.ic yield level of a reinforced concrete beam and the yield 
strength of the tension reir...forcernent under dynamic loading; the apparently 
small effect that dynamic loading has on the collaps e deflection of 
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reinforced concrete beam.s; and the feasibility of using established 
form.ulas, developed in connection with static tests, for the prediction 
of dynam.ic resistance provided proper account is taken of the increas e 
in yield strength of the reinforcing steel. 
PUBLICATION REVIEW 
This report has been reviewed and is approved. 
Deputy Com.m.ander 
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NOTATION 
l'he follo~ling notation has been used in this report ~ 
= distance from suppprt to nearest load point) divided by L 
= area of cross-section of an ideal laterally vibrating bar 
= area of tension reinforcement 
= area of compression reinforcement 
= width of beam 
x 
= coefficient of damping,. or analog computer symbol for capacitance 
= coefficient of damping of equivalent SDF system 
= critical coefficient of damping of equivalent SDF system 
= distance from top of beam to centroid of tension reinforcement 
= distance between centroids of the compression and tension reinforcement 
= analog computer symbol for voltage 
= modulus of elasticity of ideal homogeneous beam 
= initial static tangent modulus of concrete determined from tests of 
6 by l2-ine control cylinders 
= modulus of elasticity of the reinforcement, taken as 303000,000 psi 
throughout this report 
= static compressive strength of concrete determined from 6 by l2-in. 
control cylinders 
= frequency of vibration of equivalent SDF system 
= fundamental frequency of lateral vibration of a bar in the iifree-freefV 
condition 
= static modulus of rupture of concrete determined from 6 by 6 by 20-ino 
control beams under third-point loading on an 18 ino span 
= fundamental frequency of lateral vibration of a bar on simple supports 
= static yield strength of 
= static yield strength of 
in tension) 
= dynamic-yield strength of 
= acceleration of gravity 
= beam height 
tension reinforcement 
compression reinforcement (obtained from tests 
tension reinforcement 
= constant relating deflection and curvature, defined by H = ~ I(~ L2) 
c c 
= moment of inertia of ideal homogeneous beam 
= transformed moment of inertia at yield 
= distance between tension force and center of compression of the 
concrete in compression on the cross-section of a reinforced 
concrete beam, divided by ~ and equal to (1-k u/3) 
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SDF 
::: depth of neutral axis, divided by £ (straight line theory) 
::: dcr/d 
::: elastic slope of resistance function of equivalent SDF system 
::: slope of elastic portion of static resistance function 
::: slope of elastic portion of dynamic resistance function 
::: slope of inelastic portion of dynamic resistance function 
ratio of average compressive concrete stress in beam at failure to fS 
c 
= lo.ad factor for SDF analysis, equal.to Pelp 
::: load-mass factor for SDF analysis, equal to KMlKL 
= mass factor fCD:tBDF analYsis)" equal" to Me/mL" 
::: resistance factor for SnF analysis) equal to ke/kld 
::: longitudinal" distance measured along beam 
::: length of beam span 
::: distributed mass of beam 
= applied moment due to P, or general s~nbol for mass 
= equivalent mass concentrated at midspan 
::: maximum applied beam moment 
::: modified equivalent mass for SDF analysis, equal to RIM(mL) 
::: static yield moment capacity 
E IE J modular ratio 
s c 
= A /bd 
s 
::: Au/bd 
s 
= magnitude of applied load 
= force applied to equivalent SDF system 
= Pf;f~ 
= (pi - pUfu)/fr y y c 
= klk3€ /CE + E ), static critical reinforcement parameter 
u u y 
::: dynamic critical reinforcement parameter, equal to 102/(120 + fyd ) 
= yield resistance level of equivalent SDF system 
::: static yield resistance level 
::: dynamic yield resistance level 
= percent of web reinforcing 
::: analog computer symbol for electrical resistance 
::: single degree of freedom 
= natural period of vibration 
::: time of beginning of load 
= time of ending of load 
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a c 
= ratio of damping coefficient to critical damping coefficient 
= damping factor of equivalent SDF system) equal to c Ie 
e . cre 
= density of an ideal laterally vibrating bar 
= deflection at a load point distance a1 from a support 
= deflection at midspan 
= velocity at midspan 
= acceleration at midspan 
damped maximum displacement 
= deflection at point 1 
= static maximum midspan deflection 
= dynamic maximum midspan deflection 
= undamped maximum displacement 
= static midspan yield deflection 
= dynamic midspan yield deflection 
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= strain rate at midspan 
= concrete compressive crushing strain 
= static yield strain in tension reinforcement 
= dynamic yield strain in tension reinforcement 
= curvature at midspan 
= curvature at crushing, at midspan 
= curvature at yield, at midspan 
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I INTRODUCTION 
101 General Remarks 
The behavior of structures subjected to dynamic forces has been a 
topic of importance in engineering for many years. Before the advent of atomic 
weapons the dynamic forces to be considered were those arising primarily from 
wind, earthquakes:" moving loads, and dynamite explosions. The first three cat-
egories are characterized by loads whose rate of application is relatively slow 
compared with that of the last. Also, the loading produced by a dJrnamite ex-
plosion is relatively short and of small magnitude compared with that produced 
by an atomic explosion (1)*. Therefore, in the case of atomic explosions, there 
must be considered a dynamic loading of magnitude and speed of application far 
removed from engineering experience previous to the development of atomic weapons. 
This blast loading represents a complicated problem in the analysis of struc-
tures involving among other things the fact that the material properties of the 
struc!ture are affected by the rate of loading (2,3,4,5). Of especial interest 
is the behavior of reinforced concrete members subjected to blast loading, since 
reinforced concrete, by reason of its flexibility of shape, is suitable for use 
in a wide variety of structures whose primary purpose is the protection of their 
contents from the effects of nuclear detonation 0 
Tests have been made by various investigators using small scale re-
inforced concrete beams subjected to various types of rapid loading (6,7,8,9)0 
In all of these tests, the scale of ~he specimens was limited by the approx-
imately 10yOOO-lb capacity of the testing machines usedo Little other work 
has been done in connection with the testing of reinforced concrete members 
or structures subjected to blast where the environmental conditions permit 
the type of test control possible in a laboratory? Since a dynamic testing 
machine with a capacity of 60,000-lb was available in the structural Research 
Laborator,y at the University of Illinois, it was deemed desirable to make use 
of it to test larger scale reinforced concrete beams under rapid loading. 
102 Object 
The ultimate objective of the investigation, of which the data re-
ported herein are a part, was to obtain, by means of tests, information which 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to items in the Bibliography_ 
2 
will contribute to a better understanding and more accurate prediction of the 
strength and behavior of reinforced concrete structures subjected to dynamic 
loading 0 
The immediate objective of the work at hand was the determination 
of the resistance and behavior of simple~span reinforced concrete beams sub-
jected to impulsive loading 0 To accomplish this objective, tests of beams 
have been made and the resulting data analyzedo It was also the purpose of 
this work to check the practicability of an existing method of computing the 
resistance of dynamically loaded reinforced concrete beams. To this end, com-
parisons have been made between the test results and the predictions of the 
method of analysis .. 
103 Scope 
The objectives set forth in Section 102 were pursued through a pro= 
gram of testing reinforced concrete beams and coupons of reinforcing bars& 
In all, ten beams were tested under loads applied at midspan, and 33 beams 
were tested under two-point loadinge The tests of the first ten beams are 
reported in Reference 10 and the tests of the reinforcing bars are reported 
in Reference 50' This report, AFSWC-TR-59-72, is concerned only with the 33 
tests of beams under two-point loading. 
The beams were approximately half-scale models, being 6 by 12 in. 
in cross-section with an effective depth of 10 in. The spans were 9 ft and 
12 ft=8 ina The loads were placed 18 ina each side of midspan, resulting in 
shear span-to-depth ratios ·of 306 and 5.8 .. - Three percentages of·-tension·re= 
inforcement were employed using intermediate grade steele Some beams also 
had compression and/or shear reinforcement. Concrete strength, beam width 
and depth, and yield.strength of reinforcement were essentially constant. 
Eight of the two-point loaded beams were tested statically, re-
quiring from about two to six minutes each to reach collapse deflection. In 
the dynamic tests of the other 25 beams, loads were applied in from Oolto 
0 0 8 times the natural period of vibration. Some of the dynamic loads were 
of YV infini te Vi duration, while others were terminated at from one-half to 
three times the beam periodo The load levels varied from less than static 
yield capacity to more than dynamic ultimate capacity v 
The analysis of the test results consisted of determining the 
dynamic resistance characteristics of the test beamsv This was accomplished 
3 
by considering the beam to be a single=degree=of-freedom system and an-
alyzing its behavior on an analog computer. The measured load pulse was 
fed into the computer along with an arbitrary resistance function for the 
beamo This resistance function was then changed until its response matched 
the response measured in the testo Dynamic resistance functions were also 
determined using the strain rates measured in some of the tests together 
with the results of the reinforcing bar tests (Reference 5) and information 
from Reference 2. The resistance functions determined with the analog com-
puter are compared with those computed functions and with the static resistance 
deflection characteristicsQ 
104 Outline of Tests 
Tne beam properties and configurations tabulated in Table lA were 
chosen to satisfy certain considerationsa The 6 by 12 in. cross-section and 
9 ft span coincide with the size of beams previously tested statically on 
another project in Talbot Laboratory at the University of Illinois (Ref-
erence 14)0 The Series 4 beams represent a somewhat typical design which 
might be arrived at using the American Concrete Institute Building Codeo 
The Series 3 beams were an attempt to increase the strength of the beams 
while maintaining the ductility 0 This required the addition of compression 
reinforcement 0 Series 2 beams were designed to have the same strength as 
the Series 3 beams but the compression reinforcement was left out to determine 
its effect under dynamic loaO.ingo The beams of Series 5, 6 j and 7 were es - .. 
sentially a duplication of those in Series 2, 3,9 and 4 but with a longer span" 
This provided variations in the ratio of moment to shear and t~e ratio of 
rise~time~of=load to period of the beamo Within each series) variations in 
web reinforcing were provided to study its effect on the mode of failtU'eo 
Within Series 3 J there was also a· variation in the configuration of the ties 
that hold -the comI'ression reinforcement in placeo 
It was felt that at least one static test in each series would be 
d.esirable for comparison with dynamic behavioro Variations in the scheme 
for operating the loading device were also introduced in an attempt to vary 
the rise time and further extend the ratio of rise time to periodo This 
attempt was unsuccessfulo In order to keep the program within manageable 
limits, it was decided to maintain concrete strength, steel yield strength, 
and beam width, height, and depth constant. 
4 
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II EQUIPMENT.AND INSTRUMENTATION 
201 Loading Eguipment 
The pneumatic loading device and its associated pressurizing and 
control equipment are rather completely described in Reference 11. A photo-
graph of the loading device is shown in Figo lao The use of this loading 
machine and its auxiliary equipment permitted the application of a loading 
pulse that may begin from a i:lstatict1 level ranging from 60 kips tension to 
60 kips compression, undergo a rapid change of plus or minus 60 kips, with the 
restriction that the pre-pulse load plus the dynamic change in load cannot ex-
ceed the limits of plus or minus 60 kips, and then return rapidly to zero load. 
The duration of the maximum load may be varied from a few milliseconds to many 
hours. 
The rise and decay times of the loading pulse are only slightly con-
trollable. The minimum time for either rise or decay of the load is about 4 
milliseconds, depending somewhat on the flexibility of the specimen under test. 
It is possible to change the time for load application and release by using 
different gases (helium and nitrogen) in the pressure chambers and perhaps by 
changing the order and arrangement of gas movement. Nitrogen was always used 
as the pressuring medium in these tests. However, some of the beams were 
tested using an arrangement of gas movement described as "explosion t1 though 
most were tested using an arrangement described as flimplosionil" 
The explosion procedure consisted of pressurizing opposite faces 
of the loading piston before the test, then applying the load by successively 
exploding to the atmosphere the confined gas from each side of the piston. 
The initial explosion, releasing the pressure from one face, allowed the gas 
on- -the other· face to apply the :hoad. The second explosion then. removed the 
load. - The t1implosionu procedure consisted of storing the pressurized gas· 
in external chamberso Load was applied by "imploding" gas against the face 
of the pistono Load was removed by imploding gas against the opposite face. 
It was hoped that the implosion procedure would give faster rise 
times of loading but this did not prove to be the case, there was no signif-
icant difference in rise times between the two procedures 0 In addition, the 
implosion procedure introduced an oscillation into the load trace with a 
frequency of about four milliseconds that was considerably more pronounced 
than any oscillations appearing in the traces of the beams tested using the 
6 
explosion procedureo Attempts were made to eliminate these oscillations by 
inserting specially designed vibration absorbing rubber pads in various parts 
of the test set-up., All such arrangements} h01,;rever 7 appeared to have no 
appreciable effect~ Nevertheless} the implosion procedure was quieter} safer, 
and easier to use., 
The load from the pneumatic device was transferred to the beam 
through a steel distributing beam which applied the load at two points 18 ino 
each side of midspano This beam can be seen in Fig. lco For dynamic testing) 
the natural period of the distributing beam should be small compared to the 
natural period of the test beam~ The computed period of the distributing beam 
was approximately one millisecond} while the computed period of the test beams 
was generally greater than 18 milliseconds a The distributing beam vlas equipped 
with a load measuring cell at each load point to measure directly the pulse 
appli.ed to the test specimen. The sum of the outputs of these _ two cells was 
considered to be the load applied to all beams tested dynamically 0 In the 
static tests, the load was taken as the output of the load cell located be-
tween the distributing beam and the pneumatic loading device. 
202 Measuring Equipment 
(a) Load 
The load applied to the distributing beam by the pneumatic device 
was measured with a Wheatstone Bridge circuit of SR-4 strain gages mounted on 
an aluminum load cellG There are two bridge circuits 0 One circuit is a 
iistatic bridge U , and the other is a Udynamic bridge~. The static bridge was 
used·· to calibrate the dynamic bridge, the load cells on the distributing beam) 
and. ·those built into the reactions; to monitor the slow or static tests; and 
to measure any preload during the pressurization of thepneumatic-·unit. -·-The 
dynamic-bridge was used to measure the load applied to the distributing beam 
during a dynamic test. The load cell is a hollow aluminum cylinder 0 The 
upper end is enlarged and was threaded directly onto the piston shaft of the 
pneumatic loading deviceG The lower end is solid and was fitted into the 
swivel cap mounted on the top of the distributing beam. 
The static bridge is mounted on the lower portion of the load cell 
and the dynamic bridge is mounted on the upper portiono Each bridge consists 
of four SR=4 Type AD-7 strain gages. The gages are mounted in an alternating 
pattern of vertical and horizontal gages 90 degrees apart. The vertical gages 
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are placed in opposite legs of the bridgea Thus, strain output is in= 
creased approximately 2.6 times and the effects of eccentric loading are 
eliminated 0 There was no electrical YVcross-ta1kf~ or interference between 
the two circuits mounted on the same cylinder 0 The signal of the dynamic 
bridge was recorded on film by an oscillography while the signal of the 
static bridge was read with an SR=4 strain indicator~ The approximate 
sensitivity of this dynamometer is 20 kips per 1000 microino/ino of strain. 
The load applied by the distributing beam to the test beam was mea-
sured at each load point by a hollow cylindrical load cell of T=l steelu The 
cells were rigidly mounted to the distributing beam and were threaded at the 
bottom into ha1f~rounds of mild steel, which in turn rested on bearing plates 
attached to the top surface of the test beams. The cells were designed to re= 
sist as much load laterally as axially without yieldingo This design criterion 
was dictated by the manner in which the load cells were wedged between the dis-
tributing beam and the test beam as the test beam deflected and the top surface 
shortened 0 Each 'cell is instrumented with four SR-4 Type AD-7 strain gages 
mounted and connected in the same manner as those on the aluminum load cell. 
The signals from these bridges were recorded on film by an oscillograph. The 
approximate sensitivity of these cells in the axial direction is 30 kips per 
1000 microino/ino of strain. 
(b) Reactions 
The reactions at each end of a beam specimen were measured in terms 
of t;he strain in load cell groups built into the roller support assemblies 0 
The entire assembly is visible in Figo Ido These load cell groups each con-
sist of three hollow aluminum cylinders with enlarged ends firmly attached 
at each end to 2-ino thick steel plateso Four SR=4 Type A=7 strain gages 
are mounted in a symmetrical pattern on the outside of each cylinder!) two 
parallel to the axis of the cylinder and two circumferentialo The section 
of the cylinders where strains are measured has an outside diameter of 103 ina 
and an inside diameter 0 0 9 ina The three cylinders are arranged symmetrically 
around the center points of the end plates to which they are attached 0 One 
Wheatstone Bridge circuit is made up from all twelve gages in each cylinder 
groupo Each leg of the bridge contains a gage from each cylinder 0 This 
arrangement eliminates the effect of any eccentricity of load and results 
in a Signal output from the bridge equal to 206 times the average of the 
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vertical gageso The approximate sensit~vity of these groups is 10 kips per 
1000 microino/ino of strain 0 
(c) Calibration of Load and Reaction Cells 
In order to insure that mechanical and electrical conditions dur~ 
ing calibration of the load and reaction cells were the same as during a 
test} the following procedure was followed for calibrating these devices 0 
The aluminum load cell was placed in a 120 J OOO-ib capacity Bald'\'lin Universal 
Testing Machine and a relation was obtained for axial compressive load vs. 
static strain bridge output as read with an SR=4 indicatoro All leads and con-
nections were such that they could be duplicated exactly in subsequent testso 
This load cell was then threaded on the main shaft of the pneumatic loading 
device and. the distributing beam attached to it" A steel beam, strong enough 
to be strained only within its elastic range under the capacity of the machine)' 
was then placed under the distributing beam and its associated load cells and 
supported on the reaction-measuring supportso Load monitored by the static 
bridge on the aluminum cell and. read with an SR-4 indicator was applied slowly 
to the beam in distinct increments by gradually bleeding gas into the loading 
machine 0 S:imul taneously} the signals from the dynamic bridge J the distributing 
beam cells} and the reaction cells were recorded on film by the oscillographs 
later to be used in the dynamic testso The wiring between load cells and the 
recording oscillographs was exactly the same as that used in the beam testso 
Along with the signals due to actual load J those signals resulting from plac= 
ing shunt resistors across a vertical gage leg of the Wheatstone Bridge in 
each measuring device in turn were also recordedo It was then possible to 
obtain equivalent load and reaction values for each of the resistors, later 
to be used in establishing the scale-of the records obtained during a testo 
These resistors were switched into each circuit to be calibrated and their 
effect recorded at the beginning of each testo 
Cd) Deflection 
Deflection of the beam specimens was measuxed by slide-wire deflec= 
tion gageso Each gage consisted of a 22-ing length of nickel-chromittm alloy 
(nichrome) -wire mounted in a frame of aluminum plates and thin wall conduit 0 
A plastic block was connected to the beam at mid=height by a length of conduit 0 
This block contained the sl!ding contact which was a thick strip of -co:pper. 
At the bottom end of the conduit was a ball and socket joint which had a 
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threaded bolt on the ball side of the jointo This bolt was attacheeL to an 
angle-shaped bracket by two nuts, the bracket in turn being attached to the 
test beam by a bolt threading into a lead cinch anchor. The maximunl possible 
travel was 18 ino 
Each gage was connected to the test frame by a separate trusso 
Figures la and Ib are photographs showing gages and trusses. As the beam de-
flected, the sliding contact moved with it and changed the lengths of nichrome 
wire in adjacent legs of the deflection gage circuit. A rod mounted on the gage 
frame parallel to the nichrome wire contained pegs at a given spacing and was 
used to set the deflection gage at any given deflection" Thus) the deflection 
gages were calibrated before each test by setting the gage at various deflec-
tions and recording the signal output. A set of calibration resistances was 
used to set the range of the oscillograph for each deflection gage. 
(e) Strain 
Strains in the tension and compression reinforcement were measured 
with SR-4 Type A-7 gages~ Strains in the concrete on the top surface of the 
beam were measured with SR-4 Type A-I gageso Each strain gage was part of an 
individual Wheatstone Bridge circuit together with three dummy gages of the 
same type 0 The standard calibration resistances for the strain bridges were 
the same as those used for the load and reaction bridges, except that their 
equivalent values were now expressed in strain units of microinches per inch. 
These equivalent values were obtained by shunting the resistors across actual 
gage installations on a beam and noting the equivalent strain on an SR'-4 in-
dicatoro All leads, connections, and switchLng units were the same as those 
used in a test" Again,these resistors 1-Jere switched into each bridge circuit 
to be calibrated and their effect recorded at the beginning of each test4 
203 RecordingEquipment 
Tne-signals- from·the load" reaction., and strain-bridges werere= 
corded on film with Hathaway 8-14 magnetic oscillographs operating with a 
MRS-18 carrier amplifying system. This system is essentially flat in re= 
sponse up to 450 cycles per secondo The timing trace was marked on the 
records of these oscillographs with a tim~ng trace generator employing a 
Hewlett-Packard 200C audio oscillatoro 
The signals fIlom the deflection gages were recorded w::l,th Hathaway 
s-14 OC 2 Group 23 galvanometers" also with a flat response up to 450 CpSo 
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The time trace was established by the same instrument as above. There was 
a gang switch through which the time trace circuits of the Hathaway equip= 
ment passedo A break in the traces achieved by suddenly opening and closing 
this switch provided a means of positively tying together, with respect to 
time, the records from the various oscillographso 
III TESTS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS 
301 Description of Test Beams 
(a) Configuration 
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The 33 specimens tested were reinforced concrete beams 6 by 12 in. 
in cr0ss-sec-t~ion with a span of 108 or 152 inG, loaded symmetrically at two 
points 18 ino each side of midspano They were cast in lengths of 120 or 
164 ina and were variously reinforced in tension, compression, and shear. 
Tables lA, IB, and 2 and Figso 2 and 3 contain all the pertinent data regard-
ing beam properties, configuration, and gage location.. Several points should 
be emphasizedo The shear reinforcement given for Beams 6bl and 6b2 consisted 
only of the ties which were required to contain the compression steelo Since 
these ties were required throughout the length of the beam, they probably con-
tributed, though slightly, to the shear resistance in the end regionso The 
values given for f and fS are the average values for the two bars used in y y 
each caseo The values given for fS and E are those associated with the batch 
c c 
of concrete placed in the upper half of the beamo The values of f are those 
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for the concrete placed in the dlower half of the beamo In Tables IA and 2, 
stirrups refer to vertical steel placed in the end regions of the beam and in-
tended primarily to resist diagonal tension stresses. Of course, these stir-
rups also served to confine the compression steel if there was any present~ 
Ties} on the other hand, were placed in the middle region with the primary 
purpose of confining the compression steelo Since, in Beams 6bl and 6b2 J no 
stirrups were used, it was necessary to place ties in the end spans, where 
they also served as shear reinforcement. 
(b) Materials 
Marquette or Alpha brand Type I cement was used in all. beams·o·· The 
aggregate.was Wabash River sand with a fineness modulus of ).0 to 3,,2 and 
Wabash River gravel with a maximum size of 1 ino The concrete mix was 
1:3.8:505 by weight, with a water=cement ratio of from 8 to 9 gallons per 
sack, depending on the moisture content of the aggregateso All reinforcing 
steel was intermediate grade Inland Hi-Bond deformed bars except for the 
Noo 2 bars which were plain roundo The bars were received in 24-ft lengths 
and a sufficient amount was cut from each length to provide coupons for both 
static and dynamic testingo All static testing of the coupons was completed 
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before the bars were used in the beams; thus, it was possible to match bars 
on the basis of their static yield strengthso 
(c) Attachment of Strain Gages 
The first step in the fabrication of a test beam was the prepara-
tion of the reinforcing bars for the attachment of SR=4 strain gageso The 
location of the gages was determined and the mill scale was brushed off for 
a distance of several inches each side of this location. One longitudinal rib 
and parts of the connecting transverse lugs were ground off only enough to pro-
vide a smooth surface just slightly wider than the gage for a length of about 
1 1/2 inc at each gage locationo The gages used on the reinforcement were 
TYPe A-7 with an effective gage length of 1/4 ino and an overall width of 5/16 
in <> The gro1:.1Ild area was then filed and sanded with No 0 120 emery Gloth.o The 
gages were mounted and allowed to dry 0 Drying was accelerated by the use of 
infra-red lampso After drying) the gages were covered with electrical tape 
and the leads soldered'to them a The bars were then heated and entirely 
covered in the vicinity of the gages with Petrolastic, an asphaltic water= 
proofing compound 9 (This waterproofing procedure destroys the bond between 
the steel and the concrete over a distance of about 2 1/2 ino at each gage 
location.) The bars were then immersed in water overnight and the gages were 
checked for leakage resistance.. Gages with leakage resistance less than 5000 
megohms were replacedo (This, however, was no guarantee against loss of gages 
due to mechanical damage during casting.) The bars were then assembled into 
a .reinforcement cage artdplaced in the fOrID9 
(d) Casting and Curing of Beams 
All beams were cast right side up in a steel form with amovable 
side·-plate to facilitate their· removal.. The reinforcing cage· was held in 
position by three chairs made of 1/4-in. mild steel barso ~~o hooks of 1/4=ino 
mild steel bars were embedded in the top of the beams near the ends to 
facilitate handlings 
All concrete was mixed from three to eight minutes in a non=tilting 
drum-type mixer of 6=cu ft capac it Yo Each beam was cast from two batches of 
concrete of approximately the same proportionso The first batch was placed 
along the bottom of the beam and the second batch was evenly distributed 
over ito Three 6 by 12 ino control cylinders and one 6 by 6 by 20-ino flex-
ure beam were cast from each batch. The concrete was placed in the forms and 
cylinder molds with the aid of a high=frequency internal vibrator. 
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Several hours after casting) the top surface of the beam was 
tro1,reled smooth and all cylinders were capped with neat cement paste" 
The specimens were removed from the forms the day after they were cast 
and stored under moist conditions for an additional six days. They were 
then stored in the air of the laboratory until tested. 
(e) Beam Preparation 
The preparation of the beam for testing was the same whether the 
test was to be made dynamically or statically. The beam was marked to indi-
cate the positions of the SR~4 gages for measuring concrete strains, the de-
flection targets) and the reactions" Shortly before the initial se-t of the 
concrete occurred) the top surface of the beam had been struck smooth with a 
finishing t,rowelc When this surface was later ground and polished with a port-
able grinder, it was suitable for mounting SR-4 gagese Type A-I gages with an 
effective gage length of 1 in. were used on the concrete. Only the small area 
necessary for the gage was ground 0 A thin layer of Duco Cement was applied 
and allowed to dry before placing the gages. The gages were then attached 
with Duco Cement and li~lt weights were placed on the felt-covered gages while 
the cement driedo Heat was not used to hasten the drying since it could be 
detrllQental to the concrete. To protect the gages, a coating of wax was applied 
after the cement was thoroughly dry. The leakage resistance provided with this 
procedure was generally greater than 50 megohms. 
The deflection brackets and load bearing plates were attached to the 
"beam with bolts threaded into cinch anchorso Holes to receive 'the cinch an-
chors were formed in the beams at the time of casting" 
After the test beam was placed under the distributing beam} the 
reaction measuring supports were moved to the correct positions under the 
beam and the beam was lowered and clamped to them.;., The slide rods of the 
deflection gages were then connected to the deflection brackets and the 
electrical leads for the SR=4 gages were soldered to the gageso Next; all 
the electrical~onnections required for recording and calibrating the various 
measuring devices were made) and the o_istributing beam. was brought to bear 
by bleeding a small amount of gas into the loading device. A beam reao~ for 
testing is shown in Fig" ICe 
3.,2 Test Procedure 
Up to the point of actually applying the load, the test procedure 
used t.o test a beam statically was the same as that used to test beams 
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d~l1amical1yo The zero value of each measuring device was read with an SR=4 
indicator by disconnecting the proper cable leading to the instrument room 
and plugging in the indicator in its place. Af'ter the zero readings were 
taken, all of the cables were replacedo 
At this point, the natural frequency of vibrat.ion of some of the 
specimens was determined 0 For this purpose, the distributing beam was 
temporarily raised. The procedure for determinLng the natural period in-
volved the mounting at midspan of a very sensitive velocity pickup made from 
a headphoneo The output of this pickup was observed on an oscilloscope. The 
beam was excited either by a single blow at midspan with the fist or an elec-
tromagnetic linear driver 0 When a single exciting pulse was used the oscillo-
scope. ;face was photographed. The driver was merely rested on the top sl~face 
of the beamo The frequency of driving was variable and was changed until the 
pickup revealed that resonance was obtainedQ The de~lection corresponding to 
this resonant condition was of the order of 0.01 in. The results of these 
determinations are presented and discussed in Appendix C. 
Static Te~o In a static test, the calibrating traces for each 
measuring device were then put on the recordso The gain of each amplifier 
was first set so that the calibrating step representing the greatest trace 
deflection==which in turn represented a value of strain, load, or deflection 
greater than that expected in the test-~wou1d remain on the records The load 
was monitored with an SR=4 indicator connected to the static bridge of the 
main load cell while gas was gradually bled into the chamber above the loading 
pistouo At several times during the progress of the test a switch was thrown 
which-.simultaneously marked alJ .. the·,recO'rtlen ·.For .'each.such .. ll11BXk: ~e time 
from the beginning of the test was noted as well as the strain in the main 
load· cell and·the pressure in the loading devicea This procedure-tied all 
t,nE ··recordstogetll,er-I:'.andprov1ded:·:a,·check .OlI ·the·load~ Onc~; loadin.g .~hwi.· 
been started, it was not stopped until the maximum resistance of the beam had 
been overcome and its·dcnmward.travel was stopped either by wood blocks placed 
under the midspan of the beam or safety catches placed under the wings of the 
distributing beama After the beam hit bottomJ the pressure was bled off and 
the piston raised. The zero value of each measu.ring device was read again 
except for those gages which may have been destroyed j..n the test. 
pWnamic TestQ In a dynamic test, the loading device was pres-
surized bef'ore the calibration traces were pu.t on the records Q For an 
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explosion test, pressure was applied to both faces of the loading piston 
at the same tune, care being taken to keep the forces balanced by monitor~ 
ing the procedure with an SR~4 indicator connected to the main load cello 
When the pressure in the top chamber had reached the desired amount) de= 
termined from the area of the piston face (78.54 sgo ino) and the desired 
value of maximum load, the inlet valves to the loading chambers were closedo 
For an implosion test, the external storage chambers were pressurized to pre~ 
determined values based on previous performance of the machine~ Calibration 
traces were then put on the records and pressure was bled into the chambers 
controlling the action of the loading and unloading slide valves~ The os-
cillographs were then started and load was applied by throwing a switch which 
activated the trigger on one side of the machine. If the load were to have 
a finite duration, unloading was automatically accomplished through the use 
of an audio oscillator, successive pulses from the output of which tripped 
the loading and unloading triggers. Then the records were stopped, the. load-
ing beam was raised, and zero readings were taken on the load and reaction 
bridges 0 
303 Results of Static Tests 
(a) Presentation of Results 
Static tests were made for three purposesa Eight beams were tested 
statically to destruction to provide a comparison with similar beams tested 
dY11amicallyo Four beams were loaded statically only to the point where suf-
ficient cracking developed, to produce what was felt would be a significant 
difference in dynamic behavior compared with those beams tested uncracked. 
Eight beams were tested statically to .deterriline-:their residual strength after 
ha;,ringbeen loading one or more times dynamically ~ The first two cases will 
be.· treated here 0 The latter case will be treated 1IDder the discussion of the 
resu~ts of the dynamic tests, Section 305-
While the tests to collapse were essentially V~static~i in nature J 
the rate of loading was more rapid than in the usual slow test. This rate 
varied from approximately 5 kips/min for Beams 4cl and 7a1 to 11 kips/min 
for Beam 3a1o 
The most illum.in~,ting description of the behavior of a reinforced 
concrete beam under static test is contained in a graph of load versu.s de= 
flection. Figure 4 contains plots of load versus deflection for the beams 
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tested statically to collapse 0 Also sho\~ in Figo 4 are straight line elasto-
plastic approximations to the load-deflection curves. The plastic level was 
chosen to have zero slope and fitted by eye as 8Jl iYaverage n value", The slope 
of the elastic portion was also chosen by eye to be the best representation 
possible of the measured elastic region. An attempt was made to keep the 
area under the measured and approximate curves the same", 
The results of the static tests to collapse are tabulated in Table 3~ 
The yield level and deflections presented correspond to the elasto-plastic 
approximations shown in Figo 40 The initial slope J k1 , was computed as the 
plastic resistance level, ~, divided by the yield deflection, 6 y ' 
In Fig. 5 are plotted the initial resistance characteristics of the 
four beams which were cracked statically before being tested dynamicallyo In 
each case, the static loading was carried to the point where the flexural 
cracks extended to one-third to one-half the height of the beam. 
Photographs of the beams tested statically to collapse are included 
in Figs~ 68-73Q The vertical arrows drawn on the sides of the beams near mid-
span indicate the original positions of the loadso The cracks were marked with 
ink for better photographic contrasto 
(b) Discussion of Results 
There was nothing out of the ordinary in the static behavior of these 
beams 0 At first, the beams exhibited what can be considered elastic behavior 
with small deflections that increased proportionally with load. Although, in 
general a small change in the initial slope is expected somewhere in the 
!!elastic i'Y range due to cracking of the concrete, this change cannot be assigned 
to a.distinct point in any of the plots shown in Figs. 4 or 5 because of small 
uncertainties in the measurement of deflection inherent in the system used, 
for which the accuracy was limited to 0005 ino 
In the tests of Beams 4cl and 5bl, the elastic behavior continued 
to collapse which was triggered by the development of extensive diagonal ten-
sion cracking in the shear spans of the beams. In the other tests, except 
for Beam 2bl, yielding of the tension reinforcing initiated a region of in-
elastic, or plastic J behavior, and collapse occurred when the concrete in 
the compression zone crushed. In the test of Beam 2bl, it appears that 
yielding of the steel and crushing of the concrete occurred at nearly the 
same timeo 
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The gre~tdegree of' destruction evident in the photographs of the 
beams tested statical1Y_t(),eo~lapse '(FigS .. 68-73) is due to the fact that 
for statictes~s ,8 ,Pn,~~a.tiC 'loading device is essentially a Udead-load''1 
machine" Tb.erefore;'th~ "b~t;Wls~r.e forced down, a:fter having achieved their 
maximum load and ¢ieforma~ion resistance, until either they hit the bed of 
the testing frameo:tthe ;Loading piston was mechanically stopped. 
, With regard to Series 3 and Series 6 beams, the effectiveness of com-
pression reinfercement,,'vith,its associated ties, in holding together a re~'-' 
inforced concrete beam: and providing additional ductility is evident in Fig" 4 
and in Figs 0' 68, ,69, 71a, , 72a, and 73ao The effectiveness of stirrups in pro-
viding resistance to Ciili:l.gonal'tension cracking and splitting along the reforce-
. . . . . 
mentis evident, fuFigs .. '7la, 72a and 73ao Both of these effects are normally 
expectedo 
'. . , 
Some of the ,'crfLcks in the photographs are secondary effects of the 
test setupo For.-~xaJD.:ple,·,the diagonal crack in B~ 4cl in the middle region 
(Fig" 70fl),was,<,p,r~b~b1Y'd~~ to the beam striking the wooden block at midspan 
SubSeqUenii'tO:·C01"l.Eip:~e~ ',The, vertical crack at the south end of Beam 5bl 
(Fig .. 7lb)wa~:p±-~~blY:'a. flexure crack resulting from the plain concrete 
above thereinfO;7.-1n~bar being loaded. upward by the debris at midspan as a 
cantileverwhiietb:e'reaction continued to rotate cotmter-clockwise due to its 
, .,. ,",. . ..... . , 
inertia 0 ~e,:.el:"a.ck'ln..,thecompression zone ai; the south end of Beam 2bl, 
Fig. ' 68a" is.'b:~:lieved-'tb, be due to the south reaction roller assembly being 
clamped toot~ghtly'orb~ing:-jammedo During the progress --of the, test--o:f 
Beam 2bl" ,dlstiliet"'jtllilpS, in "'the various measurement traces were reporated on 
G ,', ","', -", :,' • ' it 1t ' 
the osc~llogr:a:phs'ana.~ ~there were, repeated sounds ,of, something giving. 
,Additi~J~'"teference will be made to Figs" 68-73 in Section' 3 0 5" 
, .""j . , 
304 Presentation'ofResults,ofDynamic ,Tests 
" . , . . 
Theresihltsof,:the dynamic tests are presented in the form of graphs, 
tables, arid Phot:o,'graph~'o Figures 6-43 contain plots of the measured load, in-
dicated by P J" takeP. as' ,the, sum' of the outputs of the load cells mounted on 
the distributing,beain,versus time for all of the tests in which records were 
obtainedo "OwiIlg~oma,lfu;n,ctioning of the recording equipment, no records 
were' obtai~edjaliflli~"~"th~:i~sts of Beams 4b2 and 5b20 The load records are 
, ' ' 
plottedonlytbth'epoint :where,the load was removed, the beam collapsed, or 
the load achieved:,ar!=latively constant va.lue. In some instances, the load 
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graph does not start at zero load; for example, Beam 2b3 in Fig~ 9a ~he 
reason f'or this is that the pressure -which was used to bring the distribu-
ting beam to bear against the test specimen before the test began, and which 
was usually quite small, was in these cases large enough to af-fect the out-
put of the load cellso 
Also shown in Figsa 6-43 are plots of the measured midspan re-
sponse, indicated by 6, and the response computed as described in Section 49ld, 
indicated by ACR (analog computer response)o These plots are carried beyond 
the point of maximl~ displacement or collapse, as the case may beo In those 
tests where a beam was subjected to more than one blow, the responses sho1fll 
for blows other than the first have been adjusted by subtracting any permanent 
deflection remaining from the first blowo (If it is the third blow that is 
under consideration then the permanent deflection from the second blow was sub-
tracted, and so ono) For the same reason that the load trace does not start 
at zero, as explained above, the deflection trace does not start at zero in 
the case of Beam 4c2, blow 1 (Fig. 23). 
The point of collapse, where appropriate, wasdeterrnined approximately 
for the purpose of establishing the range of these plots by noting the time at 
which the load experienced a considerable drop-off if this drop-off occurred 
prior to the time when the load was deliberately removed. In other cases the 
collapse point was determined approximately from inspection. of drop-off in 
the reaction records, which are not presented herein, or in the strain records. 
This point is indicated in Figso 6-43 by a short slash and the notation C. 
Yield deflection and collapse deflection as determined in Section 4al are also 
shown in Figs .. 6-43 by short slashes and the notation Y and ACe (analog com-
puter collapse), respectively" 
-Several of the figures merit special attention" .. In Figo 18 (B~am 
3b3) it is noticed that the deflection continues to-increase,,· It was in-
tended to remove the load after 20 milliseconds.. However, an error in wiring 
the triggers allowed the load to remain 0 Although it was immediately apparent 
to the investigating team that the load had not been removed, it was not 
apparent that the beam was still moving after the dynamic test. Ttlerefore 
the recording equipment was stopped" However, the beam collapsed after about 
30 seconds of slowly increasing deflectiona In Fig" 43 it is seen that 
Beam 7a3 under the third blow may still have been deflecting beyond the con-
fines of the graph 0 Actually a small amount of recovery occurred 0 However} 
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the bearl1 had already failed, for all practical purposes 0 This is evident 
from the residual static strength shown in Fig. 67. The response beyond 
80 mi11iseconds J therefore, is not ofirmnediate interest. 
In some instances it appears that load remained even after the 
beam collapsed; for e~ple, Figs. 19 and 210 In these cases, the dis-
tributing beam followed the collapsed test beam d01inward and continued 
pushing it against the bed of the testing frame even after failure. This 
phenomenon did not occur after stops had been installed to catch the dis-
trIbuting beam in the event of specimen coll~pse. 
Two marks, indicating what is considered to be the beginning (t ) 
. 0 
and ending (tl ) of the load pulse, are to be found on the time scale of 
Figs 0 6=430 The mark for the beginning of loading was established by project-
ing the primary initial slope of the load pulse backward 0 The second mark was 
established in those instances where collapse occurred by projecting the pri-
mary final slope of the load pulse forward. When collapse did not occur, the 
end o~ the pulse was taken as the time at which the load returned to zero 0 
Figures 44-66 contain plots of measured strain versus time for all 
tests where records were obtained 0 In some of the cases where more than one 
blow was applied to,a beam, the strains for other than the first blow may not 
be reported since the gages were often damaged under the first or second blowo 
The strain plots in Figso 44-66 are not carried beyond the point in 
time where the gages were destroyed, the beam collapsed~ maximum deflection 
was passedJ or the strain trace loses significance 0 A short vertical line at 
the end of a curve indicates that the trace disappeared from the paper 0 ~~is 
is indicative of destruction of the gage or its connections~ An arrow at the 
end of a curve indicates the trace went off the edge of the recording papero 
This isgenerEillyhlso' ihaic:.ative:,of 'ga.ge destruction since the ranges of calibra-
tion were such as to keep any meaningful output Signal on the oscil10graI!h 
paper& A plus sign shovm with a trace designation indicates that the normal 
direction of strain was tensile and a minus sign indicates compressive strains 0 
Static load-deflection curves J obtained after the dynamic tests J 
are shown in Figo 67 for all the beams which did not experience total collapse 
under dynamic loading" The graphs start at the value of permanent set ex-
hibited by the various beams under the dynamic loading and continue to collapse 
as indicated by the short vertical linea 
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Pho~ographs of typical failures of bearas which collapsed under 
dynamic loading are included in Figse 68-730 The photographs will be dis-
cussed in Section 3050 
Tables 4 and 5 contain those data which were readily tabu1ated~ In 
Table 4, the response characteristics) characteristics of the applied load, 
and mode of failure are indicated 0 As a part of the response characteristics 
are included the deflections under static loading ~ich may have been applied 
prior in the dynamic test to crack the specimen, or subsequently to determine 
its residual static strength 0 The cumulative maximum deflection in each case 
equals the incremental deflection plus whatever permanent deformation may have 
resulted from a previous loading 0 When the cumulative maximum deflection 
represents collapse it is an estimate made as indicated in the beginning of 
this section and corresponds to the ?Vestimated collapse U deflections shown in 
Figsa 6=43 <> 
The load characteristics given in Table 4 are presented only as a 
guide to the magnitude and duration of the loading appliedo .The duration 
corresponds to the two marks on the time scale described above. The magnitude 
is the maximum value recordedo These quantities have no computational value in 
themselves since it is the variation of load with time that is important. 
The mode of failure given in Table 4 was determined from visual in-
spection of the manner of collapse. When the collapse was accompanied by 
severe inclined cracking in the end regions and a general lack of crushing in 
the middle region, indicating an· over:-riding inf'luence of-" shear forces j·the . 
failure was termed shear. On the other hand, when collapse was accompanied 
by considerable crushing in the middle region and less cracking in the end 
spans, indicating that flexural deformation was the dominant factor J it \'I-as 
termed flexureo This is in general accord with the practice in the field of 
reinforced concrete research (12) 0 With regard tothe-- indication of detected 
c£"ushing it should be noted that this refers especially to those instances 
when crushing occurred but. was not accompanied by collapse" Collapse, on t.he 
other hand, was always accompanied by cr~.shing for the flexux'al failures" 
In Table 5, the rates of strain deemed critical for the analysis in 
Chapters IV and V are presentedo Where the rate shown was determined from the 
output of only one gage) the gage used is indicated 0 The steel strain rates 
were chosen from that region of the strain-time plots just beyond the static 
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yield strain value, taken as the yield strength given in Table lA divided 
by 30,000,000 psiu This region was chosen because the analysis presented 
in Reference 5 indicates that the strain rate in this region may be the most 
significlli1t for determining the increased yield strength of the reinforcing 
steelo The value of strain rate for the compression steel for the third 
blow on Beam 3b2 is indicated by a question mark because the strain time 
relation shown in Figo 49 cannot at present be explained by the writer. 
The research on the effect of strain rate on concrete strength sum-
marized in Reference 2 generally involved testing under constant rates of 
straino Since the strain rates measured in the tests herein reported could 
hardly be considered constant, it was assumed that the rate just prior to what 
was felt to be crushing would probably have the most influence on what the 
crushing strength would beo If the concrete did not crush under a particular 
blow, then the rate of strain had no significance for the purpose of determin-
ing increases in crushing strengtho In several instances, indicated by (d) 
in Table 5, a visual inspection of the test beam revealed some crushing. How-
ever, the strain gages were not so. located that it was recorded. Paradoxically, 
in the case of Beam 7a2 no crushing was recorded by gage CC yet the gage was 
destroyed by the first blow. 
Crushing at midspan was detected visually after the second blow on 
Beam 3b20 However, the concrete strains in Fig. 48 do not lend themselves to 
a readily acceptable determination of strain rate just prior to crushing. 
This uncertainty is reflected in the question mark shown ·for this case and 
for·the third blow in Table 5. It can be seen in ~able 5 that two values are 
given in the concrete column for Beam 7a2. The reason is that, though it 
would appear from Fig. 65 that the concrete at the location of gage CB crushed 
tUlder the f01lrth blow, gage CB seems to have maintained its integrity even for 
the fifth blowo Since it was not known which case would be significant for the 
analysis of this beam both values are given. 
Also presented in Table 5 are values of maximum recorded concrete 
strain for beams when crushing was detected) either visually or by the gages 0 
The choice of these values and their significance are discussed in Section 3.5c. 
305 Discussion of Results of Dynamic Tests 
This section is concerned with qualitative aspects of the behavior 
of the beams testedo A detailed quantitative analysis is presented in 
Chapter IVo 
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(a) Details of Individual Tests 
Before discussing the general patterns of behavior of the test 
beams and making comparisons of gross results, it is necessary to point out 
some considerations which will help to evaluate these results more objec·.;..· 
tivelyo Before and after each test, notes were taken on details of the test 
procedure, beam behavior, instrumentation behavior, etc., that were at the 
time thought to be pertinent to a proper evaluation of the test. Some of these 
notes were incorporated into the presentation of results in Section 3.4. The 
others of importance are presented below. 
After the .dynamic test of Beam 3a4, it was noticed that the bracket 
holding the deflection gage slide rod to the test beam had twisted. This· twist-
ing was probably due to the inertia of the rod when the beam started to re~ 
cover from the maximum dynamic deflection. The bracket was straightened and 
tightened before the static test to collapse 0 Nevertheless, some doubt is cast 
On the response for Beam 3a4 shown in Fig. 12" 
After the first blow on Beam 3b2, it was noticed that the ~tLn"'shaped 
fingers used to calibrate the deflection traces were not turned out. A care= 
ful examination of the top of Fig. 1b will reveal this device mounted on the 
bo~tom of the plastic ?lide.blocko In Figo Ib,it is shown in the position 
employed to engage protrusions on the cal'ibrating rod, which is just visible. 
Normally, just before a test this finger is turned away so as to clear the 
protrusions. However, this was overlooked before the test of Beam 3b2 and on 
all five gages this finger probably dragged along the calibrating rod, perhaps 
causing some slip in the slide rod-slide block connection or some twisting of 
the block out of the horizontal plane~ In any case there is some question as 
to the validi~y of the response shown in Fig. 15. 
As with the test of Beam 3a4, the midspan deflection gage ·bracket 
twisted during the first blow on Beam 5b4 casting doubt on the accuracy of 
the response given in Fig6 30. Also, the response as recorded on the oscillo-
graph was very Yihashyii, probably due to poor contact between the slide wire 
and sliding contact 0 The curve given in Fig. 30 represents a f1faired=in~R 
and smoothed estimate of the response as recordedo 
In Figo 72d a crack can be seen in the middle region of Beam 6b2 
that extends throughout the depth of the beam. This crack should be sho~m 
also in Figo 72c, but it was not noticed until after the photogr~ph was 
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taken" It; :r"epresents the effect of· rebound, the action of the beam recover-
ing more than the downward deflectiono This behavior is produced, of course, 
by the elastic nature of the material and the inertia possessed oy the beam 
when it reaches the position of zero deflection during recoveryc It is pos-
sible only if the load has been removed or greatly reduced. The crack is 
caused by the tensile stresses produced in the top regions of the beam by the 
upward deflectiono This cracking was also observed after the first blow on 
Beams 5b4 and 7a2o These cracks did not always occur at midspano One can be 
seen in Figo 73b just north of the north load positiono 
It may be noted in Table 4 that collapse is indicated for Beam 4b3 
at two values of deflection, approximately 2.07 in. and 3026 in.. It may aJ.so 
be noted that collapse is indicated for this beam in Figo 22, but that a curve 
of residual static capacity is sho~m in Fig. 670 The explanation lies in the 
fact that the dynamic load was removed from the beam just as collapse was 
occurring~ The phenomenon of collapse appears to require several milliseconds 
at least to take place. If the load does not follow the beam down, it might· 
not complete the collapse action, in which case there is required some finite 
reapplication of static load to complete the destruction of the beam" This 
argument applies also to the behavior of Beam 7a3 (F:(gS-L'73c: and. d) ~'.' It'-',is·,·· 
felt that this sequence of events could be made to involve several stages of 
immL~ent collapse if one were able to remove the load at just the right time 
at each stage, in essence coaxing the beam downward. 
(b) Dynamic Modes of Failure 
The photographs in Fig" 68-73 are arranged to permit convenient com-
pari.sons of, among other things, the appearance after failure of similar beams 
loaded stat.ically and dynamicallyo lIne general impressionis that the type of 
loading did not affect the configuration of the beams after collapse 0 In 
Figs. 68a;:?, .b; and 69c J d j tI:te areas of· destruction and manner of concrete 
breakup are quite similar' for the short span beams without compression rein= 
forcement under the two types of 10 ading 0 In Figs. 68c, d, and 69a, oJ 
the short span beams with compression reinforcement exhibited the same char= 
acteristic buckling o£ the top steel and well-confined crushing of the con-
crete away from the buckling zoneo In Figs. 70a and b, the inclined 
cracking and horizontal splitting generally associated with failure in 
shear is evident in both test,s 0 The primary difference between the tests 
is the lack of flexural cracking in Beam 4clo The shear failures illustra-
ted in Figso 7la, b, and c again e¥_Qibit similar configurations, 
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especially with regard to the location of the inclined cracks and the split-
ting along the reinforcing steelo The configuration of Beam 5b2 shown in 
" 
Figo 7ld is somewhat different in that there are two major inclined cracks 
at each end. Though still classified as a shear failure, the mechanism of 
collapse may not have been ~uite the same as that undergone by Beams 5bl and 
5b40 A detailed discussion of the distinctions associated with various modes 
of shear and flexural failure is presented in Reference 120 As in the case of 
the Series 3 beams, the Series 6 beams shown in Figso 72a and b exhibit similar 
behavior under static and dynam~p loadingo The Series 7 beams under static and 
dynamic loading also exhibited comparable collapse configurations as shown in 
Figs" 73a and b" The failure of Bea.m 7a3 ishown in Figso 73c and d lacks the 
splitting along the reinforcing bars experienced by Beams 7a1 and 7a2. This 
may have been due to the fact that the depth of. crushing was greater just before 
Be&~ 7a3 collapsed, thus permitting a greater concentration of rotation at mid-
spano 
There are two notable exceptions to the impression that the manner of 
loading did not affect the mode or manner of collapseo Tnese exceptions are 
Beams 4c2 and 6b20 Beam 4c2, Fig. 70, failed in flexure while the companion 
specimens, Beams 4cl and 4.c3, failed in shear 0 There was little difference in 
properties of the beams, as can be seen from Table lA, except that Beam 4c2 
had a slightly higher concrete strength than either of the other beams and a 
lower· yield strength of steel than Beam 4c3o .. Both of' these factors . would tend 
to favor a flexural failureo There was some tendency for Be8.lll 4c2 to fail in 
shear as can be seen from the well developed inclined crack in Fig. 70eo It 
can only be concluded that the shear and fle~aral strengths were ver.y nearly 
the same 0 
Beam 6b2 failed in shear under dynamic loading while the companion 
specimen, Beam 6bl, failed in flexure under static loading (Fig. 72.). ·The 
relative strengths of the materials J Table lA~ would favor a flexural failure 
for Beam 6b2o It is possible, as in the case of the Series 4c beams, that 
these beams were nearly balanced in their shear and flexural capacities. One 
cannot draw the conclusion, however, that such a balanced beam will fail in 
shear under a dynamic loading if it failed in flexure statically; at least . 
not on the basis of this one test result. 
In several instances, the test beams were subjected to additional 
blows or to a static test after crushing had already occurred in the compreSSion 
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zone 0 L~ ~~e Series 3 and Series 6 beams this was made possible by the pres-
ence of the compression reinforcement which carried the major portion of the 
compressive forces 0 In the other instances, if crushing was not extensive a 
redistribution of stress in the·beams accompanied by a lowering of the neutral 
axis made possible the extra loadingso In other words" the occurrence of a 
small amount of crushing did not necessarily lead to immediate collapseo 
C~~shing had to be extensive and, in the case of the compression reinforced 
beams, accompanied by buckling of the compression reinforcement. The time-
dependent characteristics of the loading and the collapse phenomenon are, of 
course, important considerations here" As explained in Section 3. 5a, the load 
had to be maintained long enough for the collapse action to be completed. Even 
extensive crushing would not cause collapse if the load were diminished or re-
moved at just the right time~ 
(c) Value of Crushing strain in Concrete 
The values of maximum recorded concrete strain in Table 5 require 
some explanation" They are presented only for those blows for which crushing 
was detected since this is the only instance in which they may have some 
significance regarding the value of crushing strain for concrete loaded dy-
namical1y~ First, it must be recognized that the strains were measured only 
at distinct points on the top surface of thebeamv Second, when crushing occurs 
at one point, there is generally a relieving of the compressive strain in ad-
jacent, regions 0 Third, although the strain in the midspan region should·thea "" 
retically be constant, since the moment is constant under ·two point loading, 
it is evident from the concrete strain traces that this was not the case.,. . 
With these considerations in mind, returning to·Table 5, the values followed 
by a question mark are presented as not being even representative of crushing 
strain valueso In the case of Beam 3b2 J the decreasing values of maximum 
strain under successive loadings is believed to be a result· of the second 
consideration above" With regard to the questioned values for the first three 
blows on Beam 7a2, the crushing resulting in the destruction of gage GC and 
detected visually was so localized as to have practically no effect on the 
strains in the remainder of the midspan region or on the response" 
It is maintained that the remaining values in Table 5 are generally 
the minimum values at which the concrete crushed in each case" Assuming tha-c-
\ 
the concrete was of uniform quality in the midspan region it probably did not 
crush at a location where there was no gage at a value less than that recorded 
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by the gages] since it would have crushed at the gage location first when 
this location reached the hypothesized lesser value. Moreover, if the gage 
output drops off, indicating a relief of strain, but the gage was not 
destroyed, it is likely that the strain at the location of crushing was 
greater than that recorded by the gage 0 The average of the un~uestioned 
values in Table 5 is 4071 microin./in. This is in good agreement with values 
of Reference 13, which is a report of work having as a main objective the eval-
uation of the crushing strain for static test conditionso Reference 13 also 
contains a compilation of important previous work in this area. The scatter 
of the results reported in Reference 13, within which the results given in 
Table 5 fall, is believed to justify the conclusion that the rate of loading 
does not have a definite influence on the crushing strain~ 
Cd) Effect of Reinforcement Configuration on DynamiC Behavior 
In Table 6 are retabulated various data presented in previous tables 
but combined here for convenience. The symbols have the same meaning as beforeo 
Considering first the effect of compression reinforcement on duc-
tilityJ comparisons of the collapse deflections in Series 2 and Series 3, and 
lU Series 5 and Series 6, provide dramatic evidence of the increased deforma-
tion before collapse made available by the use of compression reinforcement. 
This effect, of course, is to be expected 0 The degree to which compression 
reinforcement is useful for increased ductility is dependent somewhat on the 
spacing and configuration of the ties which hold it in placeo These ties 
generally act to confine the compression reinforcement and prevent it from 
bucklingo The closer the tie spacing) the shorter thebuckling.lengthand 
conse~uently the less the tendency to buckleo The persistence with which 
the tie maintains the possible buckling length depends on the m~nner in which 
it is formed a If, for some reason, a tie should open up, the possible.buck-
ling ·length would be increased and the tendency to buckle would be increased, 
perhaps decreasing the beam ductilitye 
Based on the above reasoning, it was felt that welded ties should 
develop the maximum potential ductility for a given spacing. Furthermore, 
ties hooked in the tension region of the beam (around the bottom steel) should 
provide more beam ductility than ties hooked in the compression region (around 
the top steel) for a given tie spacing. However, the data of Table 6 do not 
necessarily bear this auto Although Beam 3a3 has a smaller collapse deflec-
tion than Beam 3a4, which in turn is smaller than that for Beam 3a2) the 
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resuit is reversed in the Series 3b beamsc ·.Also', the slightly wider spac= 
ing in Beam 3a5, (though it is admitted a heavier bar was used for the ties) 
di.d not decrease the ductility. It is felt that perhaps other factors, such 
as rate of collapse, degree of concrete crushing, and time-dependent char-
acteristics of the load may have an influence on collapse deflection that 
obscures the effect of tie configuration and small differences in tie spacingc 
Figure 74 contains photographs of Beams 3a2, 3a3, and 3a4 in the 
region of compression steel bucklingo The opening of the tie in Beam 3a3 and 
the resulting increase in possible buckling length is evident~ The ability of 
ties hooked around the bottom steel to confine the compression steel as well 
as the welded ties is also evident. Nevertheless, it can be seen in Fig. 74d 
that Beam 3b3 had a higher collapse deflection in spite of the tie opening upo 
Returning to Table 6, a close examination of the values of collapse 
deflection indicates a small but consistent increase in collapse deflection 
under dynamic loading. This holds as well for the shear failures as for the 
flexural failures. Compare 2b2 and 2b3 with 2bl, 3a2 with 3al, 3b2 with 3bl, 
4b3 with 4bl, 4c3 with 4cl, ~b3 ana 5b4 with 5bl, and 7a2 and 7a3 with 7alo 
There does not seem to be a consi.stent variation with concrete ,. strength al-
though in most of the cases the concrete strength of the statically loaded beam 
was higher. Concrete strains were not measured on the statically loaded beams 
to permit a di.rect comparison of collapse strains. However, in the preceding 
section, this question was discussed and the conclusion that the collapse 
strains UIlder dynamic loading were not higher than those under static .loading. 
is still felt to be valida The increased in collapse deflection under dynamic 
loading may be due to an upward shift in the neutral axis. This would require 
the tensile steel strains at collapse to be greater under dynamic-loading than 
under static loadingo There is no direct way to check this possibility on the 
basis of the tests in this program since the strain gages on the tension rein-
forcement were generally rendered useless before collapse occurredo 
One other variation in the reinforcing details to be considered is 
the percentage of web reinforcement and its effect on the mode of failure 0 
The questions of capacity in shear and minimum amount of web reinforcement 
necessary to prevent shear failure are still in a state of flux in the field 
of reinforced concrete research. However, several general ideas are fairly 
wel1 established. Shear failure is more likely with increased values of q 
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and qU, decreased values of moment/shear or span/depth ratios, and decreased 
~ercentages of web reinforcement, or its absence. None of these trends is 
refuted by the data in Table 6, but bounda~J values or general relations for 
dynamically loaded beams cannot be established from these meager data 0 
IV ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS 
401 Computation of pynamic Resistance 
(a) Introduction 
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When a prismatic beam is subjected to a rapid load it will generally 
vibrate as a system with an infinite number of degrees of freedom. The anal-
ysis of such a system, however, is too complicated to be used in design. ~nis 
difficulty is increased when the inelastic behavior of the member is to be con-
sideredo Therefore, in this study the beam is approximated as a single-degree-
of~freedom (SDF) system and the dynamic response of the system is computed 0 
The behavior of a reinforced concrete beam when subjected to a slow 
rate of loading can be defined by its load~deflection characteristics which are 
represented by a resistance diagramo The shape of this resistance diagram de-
pends on such properties as yield strength of steel, concrete strength, and 
percentage of reinforcement. When a reinforced concrete member is subjected 
to rapid loading, both the concrete compressive stren:gth and the yield point 
of the reinforcing steel are increasedo As a result, the resistance diagram 
of the member under rapid loading is different from that corresponding to 
static loading. In addition, the resistance diagram is not represented by a 
plot of load versus deflection, as in the static loading c.ase, because accel-
erations involved result in substantial inertia forces in the initial stages 
of loading. 
ib} Equivalent Single-Degree=of=~reedom System 
As stated above, the exact analysis of a flexible beam with dis-
tributed mass subjected to impulsive loadings is too complicated for use as 
a design tool, especially when inelastic as well as elastic behavior .. is to 
be considered. Therefore) it is desirable t.o modify the system to one··to 
which a simplified analysis can be applied~ To .accomplish this it is ass~uned 
that at anyone time the beam vibrates in some definite deflection configura-
tion. This assumption, in effect, reduces the system to a SDF system) since 
only a single value is needed to define its position at anyone time. As a 
result, if the motion of anyone point is known} the motion of any other 
point can be found by simple proportion. It is convenient to consider only 
the motion of a point at the midspan of the beamo 
A SDF replacement for the original beam may be represented as ShOYill 
in Fig~ 750 The mass aDd all forces are concentrated at midspano It is 
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required that this equivalent system exhibit the same behavior at midspan 
with respect to time as the original beamo The equation of motion of the 
equivalent system is 
M~ + C 6 + k 6. := P 
ec e c e c e 
where the dot indicates a derivative with respect to timeo 
Equation 1 can be rew.ritten 
Q 0 
6. 
c 
c. k 
+~6 +...!J...6, = M c M c 
e e 
p 
e 
M 
e 
C 
e Letting ~ -0---' where 0 is the critical coefficient of damping for the 
e cre 
cre 
equivalent system 
C k P 
6 ere .0 e e + ~ ----.. .. '6 +-6 == M c e M·. c M c 
e e e 
:But 0 = 2f M , where f =p. (15) . cre e e e e e 
So 
k P 
6 + 2(3 fA e e + M6.e = M c e e c (4) 
e e 
As stated above, it is desired to have the behavior in terms of the 
deflection, velocity, acceleration, frequency of vibration, f, and percentage 
of critical damping, (3, the same for the equivalent system and the beamo To 
achieve this correspondence it is ~.b6ssary to relate by factors the equiv'" 
alent quantitiel3 in Eg. 4 (those with subscripts e) to the parameters associ-
ated with the beamo 
(c) .Oomputation of Eguivalent Factors 
Masso The generally accepted procedure for computing the equiv ... ·· 
alent mass is to equate the kinetic energies of the original and equivalent 
systems (15). This equivalent mass is a function of the deflection configura-
tion the original beam is assumed to have at anyone timeo The shape assl~ed 
herein is the static deflection curve of a beam loaded at two points symmet~ 
rical.ly placed with respect to midspan (Fig . .75), .. Then. denoting :1zy ~.Q.e 
the displacement at midspan during vibration~ the relative displacement of 
any element mdl of the beam, distant l from the support, will be 
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For I. :s. a L 
z = 41 (3L2a - 3a~2_t2) 
aL3 (3 - 4a2 ) 
(6) 
For aL ::s I. :s: L/2 
If it is assumed that the shape of the deflection curve is constant through-
out the cycle of vibration, then the velocity varies along the beam as the de-
flection, and Eqso 6 and 7 for Z are also valid for the velocity at t. The 
kinetic energy of the beam itself will be 
q o 
The kinetic energy of the equivalent SDF system is 
Equating Egs. 8 and 9 
and letting 
then 
! M (~)2 = m (6 )2 J2 Z2 dt 
2 e c c 
M 
e RM=mL 
L/2 
o 
KM = t J Z2 dt 
o 
Evaluating the integral, 
KM = g [4L C-64a5 + l12a4 - 70a2 + 21)J· 
L 35 (3 _ 4a2 )2 
(8) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
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The t\~o loadings used on this Jlrogram are a == 1/3 and a == 29/76. 
For a = 1/3, 5576 _ KM = 11109 - 005019 
and for a = 29/76 
(14) 
For the beams of this program using 150 1b per cu ft for the unit weight of 
concrete, and taking only the mass between the supports, one obtains for 
r- a == 1/3 and L = 9 ft, 
Me == 0·5019 'v L/ g == 0" 5019 x 1502 x 9 x 3Sg., 4 = 0 .. 8768 lb-sec
2/ in", 
and for a = 29/76 and L = 12 2/3 ft, 
/ 150 x 12 2/ 3 1 2/ Me = 004953 w L g = 004953 x 2 x 38604 = 1 .. 218 Ib-sec ino 
Load 0 The procedure for computing the equivalent load is to equate 
the work done by the applied loads on the original beam to the work done by the 
applied loads on the SDF System (16). The shape of the assumed deflection curve 
of the beam during vibration also influences this computation. - It is taken 
the same as before for the computation of the equivalent mass~ Evaluating 
Eqs. 6 and 7 for £ =aL 
The work done by the loads on the beam is 
Wb = 2 x !2 x ~2 x lia = P6 /2 = PZ 6 /2 eam a- a c (16) 
Tne \?ork done on the equivalent system is 
w = d:. p 6 
e 2 e c: 
Equating, and letting 
(18) 
one obtains 
For a == 1/3, 
and for a == 29/76 (20) 
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Stiffness. The procedure for computing the equivalent stiffness 
is to equate the strain energy of the original beam to the strain energy of 
the equivalent system (16). Again, the assumed deflection shape influences 
the result and it is taken the same as for the mass computation. The strain 
energy of the actual beam for symmetrical loading is 
(21) 
Since 
Eld26, I. 
M=----
dl.2 
The spring constant in terms of the midspan deflection, that is the static 
load at location (aL) required to cause unit deflection at midspan, for the 
deflection configuration under consideratio~,. is 
Substituting for EI in Eq. 22 
3 2) L/2 2 2 
, kldaL (3 - 4a J [d 61.J 
S.E· beam = 48 dJ. 2 dl. (24) 
o 
The strain energy of the equivalent system is 
Equating Eqsa 24 and 25, and letting 
then 
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But Eqo 28 is equal to Za (Eq. 15) and .Za is equal to KL (Eqo 19). Therefore, 
Dampingo The factor of interest with regard to damping is 13, the 
percent of critical dampingo Both the actual damping and the critical damping 
would have to be related between the original and equivalent systems by some 
factor if their absolute values were desired. However, since both terms would 
involve the same factor, as they are measures of the same phenomena, their 
ratio would be dimensionless and without a factor. Therefore, the 13 of the 
equivalent system can be taken as the !3 of the original beam without modifica-
tiona 
Modified Eguivalent Masso Using the relations of Eqs. 11, 18, 26, 
and 29j Eg. 4 can now be r.ewritten as 
6 
c 
+ 2f3f 6. e c 
Equation 30 defines a system with midspan deflection characteristics equiv-
alent to those of the original beam" with stiffness equal to that·of the 
original beam, with load as applied to the· original beam, and with a··mass 
of KM(mL)!KLo In other words j it is possible to apply all of the factors 
to the mass and to use all other quantities as they are for the original 
beamo Terming the combined factor the load~masB factor and designating it 
as KJ:.MJ then 
where M is the modified equivalent masso Using the values of relations 14 
me 
and 20 
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and for a = 29/76, 
For the beams tested on this program the values of M are) for a ~ 1/3 and 
me 
L = 9 ft, 
Mme = ~:~g~~ = 1.008 Ib-sec2/ino 
and for a = 29/76 and L =,12 2/3 ft, 
Mme = ~:~~4 = 1·309 Ib-sec2/in~ 
The computations for the frequency and period are then made according to the 
following relations: 
~ = fk7M! = ~. k1d/Mme' e ~ e e 
and 
All of the factors of equivalence derived above are based on elastic 
behavior and the two-point-load deflection configuration. As a reinforced con-
crete beam deflects, it cracks and the steel reinforcement yields; the deflec-
tion configuration changes continuously and all of the above factors change. 
However} for the purposes of this program, the factors are assumed to remain 
constant throughout the range of behavior of the test beams. As an indica-
tionof the magnitude of the effect of this assumption it can be shO'Yln that 
for-the extreme plastic case, considering the deflection configuration to be 
a triangle, the value of the equivalent mass is 1/3 that of the total mass 
instead of approximately 1/2 as obtained above. Also, in the plastic range, 
if the resistance is constant with increasing deflection, the value of the 
stiffness factor is of no importance 0 Since, generally, the inertia forces 
in the plastic range are small, the change in equivalent mass is also felt 
not to be of primary importance. 
Cd) Determination of Dynamic Resistance of Test Beams 
As illustrated in Fig. 4 the static behavior of the beams failing 
in flexure are represented by an elasto-plastic resistance diagram. The 
shear fai.lures are represented completely by an elastic curve. This same 
type of representation was desired Tor the dynamic resistance curves since 
it would make comparison with static behavior a simpler mattero Consequent-
ly, the equation defining the behavior of the equivalent system) Eq. 4, defines 
thiE" behaYior--iil : two distifictrangeso' In the elastic range, Ego 4 is simply 
the equation of a SDF system for which solutions for the response J ~, as a 
f~U1ction of time are available for regular load pulses, such as sinusoidal, 
rectangular, triangular, etco (17). In the plastic range, the system is non-
oscillating, unless it is specified that any decrease in deflection be along 
the elastic stiffness curve 0 Solutions for this case are also available for 
regular load pulses (17). 
If the load pulse is irregular and difficult or impossible to ~p­
resent by an algebraic function, it becomes necessarJ to use some numerical 
procedure to solve for the deflection. Several such procedures are available 
and require knowledge of the load and the resistance as functions of time or 
displacement (16)0 The problem at handy however, is not the determination of 
-the response o The load and the response were measured in the tests~ Rather, 
the pro'blemis to determine the resistance, and it can only be attacked, with 
&~ expectation of success, by assuming a resistance, subjecting it to the 
measured load j determining the response, and comparing this computed response 
wit.hthe-measured-responseolf'the responses match, then the assumed dynamic 
resistance diagram is considered to belong to a system, which, UJ."'1der the same 
condition of loading will give a response :i,dentical to that of the beam ac-
tually testedo If the responses do not match, then the resistance ·is changed 
and· the problem run through again until a response having the desired degree 
of agreement with the measured response is achievedo 
To follow such a procedure is very time-consuming even using a desk 
calculator.. The problem has been coded for the ILLIAC, the digital computer 
at the University of Illinois, but even so, the effects of changing various 
parameters associated with the resistance are not immediately apparent. It 
is desirab1e to solve the problem in such a way that trial solutions can be 
made quickly 0 An electronic analog computer is ideally suited to this tasko 
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Analog computers have been used before to solve this type of prob-
lem (18)19). The computer used on this program was a Heathkit Electronic 
Analog Computer Model ES 400. A photograph of the equipment is shown in 
Fig. 76. An explanation of the various components and the utility of certain 
interconnections is given in Appendix A. The load function was supplied to 
the computer by a Moseley ~Autograf~Two-Axis Recorder Model No. 3 modified as 
a curve follower. The load-time relation was plotted by hand, then covered with 
a thin wire held to the graph paper by wax. When a current was passed through 
the wire it attracted a magnetic follower whose position determined the voltage 
output from the follower. Thus the voltage varied with time in the same manner 
as the load although the time 'scale for the computer solution was about 300 
times that of the actual beam. Where a test took 1/20 sec to run, a computer 
solution took about 15 sec. 
The response of the system in the computer was plotted on another 
Mos~ley plotterc The voltage output from the location in the circuit repre-
sen~ing deflection was fed to the Y-axis of the plotter~ The X-axis, the time 
scale, was locked in step with the curve follower, each being driven by the 
same linear time generator. 
A method of operation was used which made it unnecessary to read any 
quantities or values from the computer dials or meter. Instead, a stiffness 
for a given beam was assumed and a step pulse of known magnitude was fed to the 
computer, the computer being set to behave as an entirely elastic system. The 
various knobs controlling time, mass, stiffness} etc., were adjusted until the 
sinusoidal o~tput agreed in magnitude and period to that computed previously 
for the step pulse load and stiffness assumedo Generally, the step pulse put 
in was that which would yield a response of one inch for the assumed stiffness. 
This,-in effect) placed the proper value of equivalent mass into·the computer, 
and calibrated the computer in terms of the scales used on the graph paper in 
the curve fol1ower and plotter. It was then possible to ch&~ge the stiffness 
setting, if necessary to obtain a match with measured response, and have the 
period and magnitude of response automatically change correspondingly. When 
a match with measured response was obtained, the measured response having 
been plotted on the paper in the plotter beforeh~nd, characteristics of the 
system in the computer were determined by again applying a step pulse to the 
elastic portion of the systemo This time the step pulse was varied in mag-
nitude until a given magnitude J generally one inch} of sinusoidal response 
was obtained 0 From the value of the pulse necessary) it was possible to com-
pute t,he initial stiffness of the system in the computer 0 The period could 
be read directly from the graph papero These values of stiffness and period 
were then used to compute the mass. If the mass agreed with the assumed 
equivalent mass (Section 4 0 1c) then the solution was acceptable. If the mass 
was more than five percent off, indicating serious drift in the computer 
elements during the course of the trial solutions, the problem was rerun. 
~here was also a provision in the equipment co~nections permitting 
the resistance, Q, to be plotted on the X-axis of the plotter against deflec= 
tion on the Y-axiso Thus, when the measured response had been matched, the re-
sistance diagram producing that match could be directly plotted, and the yield 
deflection read from the graph 0 Having the yield deflection, 6ydJ thus de-
termi.ned.'l and the stiffnessj k1dJ obtained as described in the precediligpara,:,," 
graph, the dynamic plastic level "l,vas computed as ~d = k1cf-yd' If it was 
necessary to include a point of collapse in the computer solution, because 
the beam collapsed during the test under consideration, the deflection at which 
this occurred was also read directly from the plot of 6. vs. Qo 
In some instances, it was necessar.y to introduce some damping into 
the computer system in order to obtain a match of responses. The amount of 
damping introduced was determined in the following mannero After a match of 
sat,i.sfactory correspondence was secured, the feedback circuit introducing 
damping was disconnected" The stiffness of the undamped elastic portion of ' 
the solution was determined as above 0 Then the damping was ,re-introduced and 
the response to the step pulse used on the undamped system was plotted •. -By 
comparing the maximum deflection of the damped and und~ped responses) the, 
percent of critical damping could be determined 0 The relation is as follows: 
where6d = damped maximum displacement 
6 = undamped mafimum displacement, equal to 
u twice the static displacementG 
(36) 
An attempt was made to obtain a match for each response with the 
percent damping e~aal to zero and the slope of the inelastic region equal to 
zero 0 This attempt" was successful in most instances J as reflected by the 
discussion in the next sectiono 
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(e) Presentation of Computed Resistance Functions 
The resistance functions computed by trial as explained in the pre-
ceding section are presented in Table 7. The parameters relating to the re-
sistance function are defined in Fig. 77. The responses which were taken to 
be the best obtainable matches are shown along with the measured responses in 
Figs 0 6-430 It is emphasized that these solutions are unique only in the 
sense that they are the best matches obtainable with an inelastic portion of 
zero slope and, generally, ~ ~ 00 It was possible to obtain as good a match 
in many cases with positive values of inelastic slope, or with damping. Of 
course, this required correspondingly different values of initial slope and 
yield deflection. 
Several remarks are in order concerning the preciseness of fit be-
tween the measured and computed responses 0 In many of the cases, such as the 
beams of Series 2, the match is excellent up to and even beyond collapseo How-
ever, a different situation is encountered with Beam 3a2 (Fig~ 10) . The curves 
labelled A and B represent responses due to the measured load and resistance 
function which differed so slightly that the difference was indistinguishable 
when the resistance diagram was plotted by the Moseley plotter. This uncertain-
ty with regard to maximum deflection is a function of the system rather than 
the computer as can be seen from several of the charts in Reference 17. It may 
be noted in Table 7 that the plastic rang~ of the resistance function for Beam 
3a2 has a slightly negative slope. However, the uncertainty with regard to 
maximum deflection was apparent even when the plastic slope was zero,. if it 
was-necessary to enter the plastic region very far in order. to obtain a match 0 
Ina number of instances therefore, the computed response is presented as two .. 
responses, labelled A and B, bracketing the measured response, but correspond-
ing to negligibly different resistance functions 0 
In Fig. 11, Beam 3a3, it ·isseen that the computed response deviates 
from the measured response after maximumo Although an attempt was made to 
match this portion also J the range up to maximum was of primary importance 
and failure to fit the curve beyond that point did not cause undue concerno 
In Fig. 12, Beam 3a4, the lack of fit in the region just beforEi1 maximum is 
not necessarily the fault of the computer solution 0 As explained in Section 
305a there is some doubt about the accuracy of the measured response for this 
beamo In Figo 13 Beam 3a5J Blow 1, the computed responses shown bracket fair-
ly well the measured response and result from resistance diagrams that were 
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indistinguishably differento The measured response does not exhibit the re-
covery at 35 milliseconds which is shown for the computed responseso No ex-
planation can be offered. 
For Beam 4c3} Figo 26 J it was not possible to tell from the load 
pulse where collapse probably occurred} although from the appearance of the 
response of other beams that collapsed) it was assumed to be before 42 mseco 
Therefore, when a match was obtained to this point, the p~oblem was considered 
solvedo Befull 5b3 J Figo 29, failed in shear and it was felt that the midspan 
deflection was no longer representative of the be!lavior of a SDF system when 
the beam lost its characteristic sinusoidal shape $ Therefore, an attempt was 
made to match the response only up to 35 mseco Beam 6b2, Blow 2, (Fig. 35) 
also failed in shear and again the response was matched for only part o.f the 
way 0 In order to obtain a response exhibiting the very slow reco~ery of the 
measured response, it would appear to be necessary to introduce a great deal 
of damping at about 30 msec.) corresponding to the formation of inclined cracks~ 
Similarly, in Fig. 43, although Beam 7a3 failed in flexure, it was so near com-
plete collapse that the cr11shed nature or the concrete and presence of extensive 
cracking again probably introduced a great deal of dampingo It was not possible 
to introduce damping into the computer solution at an intermediate time in such 
a manner that the results could be interpreted 0 Repeated attempts to achieve 
matches to the responses for the first blow on Beam 3b2 and ror Beam 3b3 were 
unsuccessrulo The measured response for Beam 3b2 (Fig. 15) under the first 
blow was questionable as explained in Section 305ao Though the measured re-
sponse for Beam 3b3 (Figo 18) is believed to 'be correct there were other 
peculiarities associated with the behavior of Beam 3b3 as explained in Sec-
tion 304y which may have caused an atypical response 0 
The values in Table 1 are generally self-explanatory 0 . The resist-
ance functions given are for the blow under consideration 0 To obtain the 
total yield or collapse deflections under a second or third blow} the deflec-
tion obtained from the given resistance function must be added to the value 
of permanent set for the previous blowo In those cases where it was possible 
to obtain a match for the measured response without the use of an inelastic 
portion of the resistance diagram) the values of 6 yd and ~d are preceded by 
a ~greater than~ symbol 0 The values listed correspond to the maximum deflec= 
tion reached under the blow being considered and were still in the elastic 
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range c For both blows on Beam 5b4, the values of 6 yd and ~d are the maximtun 
values attained under the dynamic 10ading~ The values of time to reach yield 
are measured from the first mark (t ) on the time axes in Figs. 6-43-
. 0 
It is noted in Table 7 that only five problems required the intro-
duction of dampingo Of these, it is felt that additional effort may have pro-
duced acceptable solutions for Beam 3a4 (Fig. 21) and Beam 7a2, Blow 4, (Fig 
39) without damping 0 However, the relative constancy of values for the three 
blows on Beam 4c2 (Figso 23,24,25) suggest that there may have been some aspect 
of the test set-up producing the damping in this particular test. One such 
condition could have been reaction assemblies that were overly tight~ 
The values of velocity at yield given in Table 7 are not, strictly 
speaking, part of the computer solution. These values were taken from the plots 
of measured response in Figs 0 6 -43. The slope in the region of yielding was 
determined by eye. What constituted the region of yielding was determined 
from the computer solution. 
4.2 Comparison of Dypamic with Static Resistance 
As explained in Section 3.3a, several beams were tested statically to 
provide a basis of comparison with the dynamic testso These comparisons cannot 
be made .directly, however, because there are some differences in the yield 
strength of the steel and the compressive strength of the concrete within each 
series 0 The differences in compressive strength of the concrete can generally 
be ignored since concrete strength has little effect on the resistance at yield. 
The yield-resistance, however, is directly dependent on the yield strength of 
the tension reinforcement as reflected in the following expression for the 
moment capacity at yield (14) 
M = A f jd Y sy 
The static capacity of a particular dynamically loaded beam was determined) 
therefore, by multiplying the capacity of a similar beam tested statically 
by the ratio of the respective static yield strengths of the tension rein-
forcemento The computed static capacities for the beams tested dynamically 
are given in Table 8. Equation 37 holds for beams reinforced only in ten-
sion; and for beams reinforced in both tension and compression, if the ceu-
ter of compression in the concrete is taken at the level of the compression 
steel, a not unreasonable assumptiono In the latter case, jd represents the 
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distance between the centers of gravity of the tension and compression rein-
forcemento Since there was no static test on which to base the computation 
for Beams5al and 5a2 the capacit,y- was determined from the equations in Ref-
erence 140 These computations ro"e presented in Appendix Bo For the purpose 
of determining the static yield deflection, it was assumed that all beams of 
a given· series would have the same stiffness since their cross-sectional prop-
erties were the same 0 
For Beams 4c3 J 5b2; 5b3~ and 5b4, which failed in shear) yield level 
and yield deflection have no particular meaningo S:u.nilar failures were ex-
hibited by Beams 4cl and 5blJ the statically tested beams used as a baseo The 
values given in Table 8 are those for Beams 4cl and 5bl at failure in shear, 
modified by the ratio of the square roots of the concrete strengthso No 
account was taken of the differences in steel yield strengtho The justifica-
tion for this procedure lies in the formulas for shear strength presented in 
Reference 120 Although Beam 6b2 eventually failed in shear in the dynamic 
test,'] yield values are given for it because the statically-tested beam used 
as a basis for the computation, Beam 6bl J failed in flexure and this informa-
tion was available 0 
Since the materials exhibit strengths under dynamic loading which are 
somewhat greater than those exhibited under static loading) as previously 
pointed out in Section 401, it is to be expected that the dynamic resistance 
function will be different from the static load -deflection rela.tion for· ·a given 
beamo The difference would be expected to manifest itself in terms -of an in~ 
creased yield resistance, Qyd~ and an increased stiffnes~kldJ in the elastic 
ra.nge of behavior" The y~eld deflection)' be111g dependent .on bOt.k\d, and 
kId' cOl11d either increase or decrease" 
The percentage chatl.ges in the parameters of the resistance diagrams 
dU.e to dynamic loading are tabulated in Table 90 The values were computed by 
subtracting the static values in Table 8 from the dynamic values in Table 7 
and dividing the difference by the static values" A negative value indicates 
a decrease in the property due to dynamic loading a In almost every instance 
the resista11ce level was increased ander dynamic loading, as expected 0 The 
yield deflections and elastic slopes usually increased but in a few cases de-
creasedo Generally, it will be noted that a large increase in yield deflec= 
tion is accomp&~ied by a decrease in slope and vice versao Also, the deereases 
in slope are associated with second and third blows on a beam while the 
greatest increases in slope are associated with first blows. 
The effects of dynamic loading on yield resistance, stiffness, 
and yield deflection have been presented above 0 One parameter defining the 
resistance function remains to be examined) namely collapse deflection. 
The pertinent data are gathered in Table 100 The values of collapse deflec-
tion, 6 , listed under the column headed QUstatic 011 were measured in static 
m 
tests. They are given for beams tested statically to collapse and for beams 
tested dynamically which did not collapse and were subsequently tested stat-
ically to collapse~ 
Before proceeding to the dynamic values; it is worthwhile to examine 
the values in Column 10 Comparisons can be made to determine the effect of 
dynamic damage on static collapse capacity in Series 3 and Series 60 (Series 4 
and Serllies 7 are not considered because of the negligible static capacity of 
Beams 4b3 and 7a3). In Series 3, the beams damaged dynamically, Beams 3a2, 
3a3, and 3a4, exhibit collapse capacities under subsequent static loading 
that range above and below the values for beams tested only statically. Any 
effect of dynamic damage is obscured, by the possible effects of reinforcement 
configuration, as discussed in Section 305dQ The values for Beams 6al and 6bl 
are almost identical. (Beam 6b2 failed in sheara) It can be concluded, then, 
that prior dynamic damage neither enhanced nor diminished the collapse capacity 
associated with static behavioro 
Proceeding now to the collapse deflection exhibited by beams tested 
dynamically to collapse, the values of Column 2 are those used in the com-
puter analysis to obtain matches for the measured response, as explained in 
Section 4G Ido In general, there appears to be a small increase in·· collapse 
deflection under dynamic loading.. In Series ~, the average collapse deflec-
tion of the beams tested dynamically is approximately 1004 ino while Beam 2bl 
under a static load collapsed at 0095 in. In Series 3a" the value of 4 .. 47 in. 
for Beam 3a5 is to be compared with the value of 4.05 ino for Beam 3alo In 
Series 3b, the average of the values for Beams 3b2 and 3b3 is approximately 
4055 ino while Beam 3bl collapsed at 3093 ina In Series 4, the average of 
the collapse deflections of the beams tested dynamically (excluding Beam 4c3 
which failed in shear) is 2.32 ina while Beam 4bl collapsed at 1098 in. No 
conclusions can be drawn from Series 5 as the beams tested statical~ failed 
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in shearo In Series 6, none of the beams collapsed under dynamic loading. 
The remaining beams which afford a comparison" Beams 7al and 7a2J appear to 
Lndicate a considerable increase Ln collapse deflection under dynamic load-
inga In this instance, however) there may be some question regardi.ng the 
collapse value for Beam 7alo From information presented in Figo A=5 of Ref-
erence 20 the collapse deflection of Beam 7a1 should be about 2075 ine With 
regard to the collapse value for Beam 7a2 the coaxing effect of successive 
loadings on collapse, as discussed in Sections 305a and 305b) may have had some 
influence 0 It can be concluded, therefore, that there appears to be an in-
crease in collapse deflection of approximately ten percent due to dynamic load-
ing for beams failing in flexureo However, so m~ factors can influence the 
collapse deflection, such as the reinforcement configuration as discussed in 
Section 305aJ that it appears unwise to depend on this increased deformation 
capacity for the purpose of designo 
While considering the factors influencing collapse deflection, 
another worthwhile comparison can be made of the values in Columns .1 and 2 
of Table lO~ It is noted that there are marked differences between the col-
lapse deflections for various series of beamso This is due to the difference 
in q value associated with each series Q As pointed out in Reference 20) the 
value of q = Pf!f ll (or'q!l = [pf ....; pi£u]/f.V for beams reinforced in both ten-
c y y .' <i!, 
sion and compression) has a profound influen;ce on the collapse deflection of 
a reinforced concrete beamo A high value of q (or q g) corresponds to a beam 
of brittle nature, that is,one having a relatively low collapse deflection 0 
A low value of q, on the other hand, cOITesponds to a beam of ductile nature) 
that is, one having a relatively large collapse deflection 0 This .depep..dence: ' 
of-collapse deflection on q is well illustrated in Table 10 by both the beams 
that were tested statically and those that were tested dynamicallyo Referring 
at the - same time to Tab~e lA, -where values of q and q 11 based on the static· 
strengths of the materials are tabulated, the correspondence of q (or qU) and 
collapse deflection is evident and requires no fu.rther comment 0 
The concept of ductility, defined as the ratio of collapse deflec-
tion to yield deflection, is often used ·in dynamic design procedures (16)0 
Conseque~tlYJ the ductility exhibited by the beams herein discussed deserves 
some attention and the additional data are also presented in Table 100 The 
values of yield deflection in Column 3 are those measured in the static tests 0 
The values in Column 4 are those determined as part ot: the analog computer 
solutions to which have been added any permanent set possibly suffered by 
the beam due to static preloadinga Ratios of collapse to yield deflection 
are given in Columns 5 and 6 only for those cases where yield and collapse 
occurred under the same loading condition, that is static or dynamic. The 
cases where a dynamic test was followed by static loading to collapse are 
not considered to be amenable to meaningful interpretationa 
Examining the values in Columns 5 and 6 series by series, it is noted 
that there is no significant difference between the ductility exhibited under 
static loading and that under dynamic loading. In Series 2, the average of 
the ~amic values is 1062 while the static value is 1.73. In Series 3, the 
values to be compared are 6098 for the dynamic ductility and 8.43 for the 
static ductility. In Series 4, the considerably higher value for Beam 4c2 is 
computed using a value of yield deflection associated with a damped computer 
solution. If damping were not used) it is probable that a higher yield deflec-
tion would have been necessary to provide a match of measured and computed re-
sponses, thus decreasing the value of ductility 0 In fact, it must be kept in 
mind that the computation of ductility as the ratio of collapse to yield deflec-
tion places great weight on small~anges in the yield value, especially if the 
yield value is small~ Since one can hardly be expected to know the yield de-
flection any closer than a few hundredths of an inch, it seems unreasonable 
to as<;!ribe any apparent increases in du.ctility under dynamic loading to any-
thing but chanceo 
403 Effect of Damage on Initial Slope 
It is to be expected that a beam which has undergone some damage 
in the form. ofck'acking of the tension concrete, yielding of the reinforce- .. 
ment, or slight crushing of the concrete in compression, would exhibit a re-
duced value of initial slope of the resistance diagram upon subsequent load-
ingsa The pertinent data for those beams which were subjected to more than 
one loading arid exhibited an inelastic region of behavior are presented in 
Table 110 
Since a reinforced concrete beam that has only been cracked but 
has not yielded is generally considered to be relatively undamaged, it was 
decided to measure the damage produced by a given loading by the amount of 
inelastic deformation experiencedo However, the inelastic deformation 
capacity depends on many factors, including percentage of reinforcement~ In 
order to compare the several tests) therefore) the criterion of damage chosen 
was the cumulative inelastic deformation for a particular blow divided by the 
total inelastic deformation capacityc This ratio is defined as the damage 
ratio" 
Column 1 in Table 11 contains values of the maximum deflection ob-
tained under a particular blowo These values were taken from Table 40 
Column 2 cont.ains the yield deflection for the first blow as determined by 
the analog computer and given in Table 70 .Any permanent set due to static 
cracking prior to Blow 1 has been included in the values of 6 yd given in 
Table llo. Elf subtracting the values in Column 2 from those in Column lone 
obtains the cumulative inelastic deflection experienced by the beam under a 
particular blowc In Column 4) the collapse deflection is given for each beam~ 
(If the beam collapsed UA~der a dynamic load, the value in Column 4 is that 
determined by the analog computer 0 If the beam collapsed under a static load 
applied subsequent to dynamic loading) the value given is that recorded in 
the static testo) By subtracting the values in Column 2 from those in Column 4 
one obtains the values in Column 5 whi.ch repres:ent the total possible inelastic 
deformation 0 The ratio of the cumulative inelastic deflection (Col. 3) to the 
total possible inelastic deflection (Colo 5) is the damage ratio as defined 
above and the values are given' in Column 60 
The values of the elastic slope of the resistance diagram for each 
blow under consideration are given in Column 7 of Table 11a These are tru{en 
from Table 7 and represent the values determined by the analog computer 0 The 
ratio of the elastic slope exhibited under subsequent blows to that exhibited 
bIDder the first blow is given for each such subseque11:t blow as a percentage 
in Column 80 The values to be compared, then, are the damage ratio for a 
particular blow and the percentage of Blow 1 slope-for the next subsequent 
blowo These values are plotted in Figo 78& Except for the erratic relation 
for the damage under Blow 1 for Beam 7a2, the trend is unmistakable and 
verifies the original expectatione One is cautioned, however, against de~ 
veloping any relation from Figo 78 which may later be inadver~ently extra-
polated below an elastic slope ratio value of 0040 It is believed that even 
if the damage ratio experienced by a beam under a particular blow is as high 
as 009, the elastic slope under the next blow would probably not be less than 
about 40 percent of the elastic slope for the undamaged beam. 'rhis belief 
is evoked by the plots in Figa 67 which represent the static tests to 
collapse of beams which had previously suffered considerable damage under 
dynamic loading 0 Ignoring Beams 4b3 and 7a3, which were destroyed under 
the dynamic loading for all practical purposes, the least slope is that 
for Beam 6b2 the value of which is approximately 1605 kips/in" and is 38 
percent of the slope of the undamaged beam, which was 4306 kips/ina 
4c4 Effect of Various Parameters on pynamic Resistance and Behavior 
The results of the dynamic tests presented in this report have 
been rather completely described and discussed in Sections 304, 305, 402, 
and 403. In Sections 3 G 5, 4" 2, and 403, the effects of several of the var-
iables in the tests, such as tie reinforcement and q v) were discussed in 
connection with the particular topics of interest 0 However, there are many 
other parameters which affect the strength and behavior of a reinforced con-
crete beam subjected to rapid loading which deserve attentiono 
Although the beam width and depth were not varied in this program 
there is no reason to believe that the effects of these dimensions on the 
strength of the beam would be different under dynamic loading than under 
static loading. It can be seen in Table 7 that the effects of A and An on 
s s 
the strength are also the same for dynamic as for static loading" For ex-
ample, the beams of Series 2 and Series 3 with the same amounts of tension 
reinforcement, have yield strengths of the same magnitude, whereas the yield 
strengths for Series 4 are reduced almost in direct proportion to the re-
duction in steel areaso This substantiates the fact that the strength of 
an under:"'reinforced beam is directly related to t,he amount of tensile rein-
i'orcement, while the compressive reinforcement primarilyprovldes ductility 
. as explained in Section 3" 5d. It is not as easy to discern the effect··cf r, 
the percent of web reinforcement 0 As pointed out in Section 3. 5d it. can be 
seen in several instances that the presence of web reinforcement prevented 
failure in sheare However, the minimum percentage required to assure fail-
ure in flexure is not definitely known for reinforced concrete beams lxnder 
static loading, and the tests of this program can only hint at the amount 
required for dynamic loadiugo ~le effect of increasing the span length was) 
of course, to decrease the load carrying capacity and~ since the shear forces 
consequently drop with respect to moments, to decrease the likelihood of shear 
failure) as can be seen by comparing the failure modes of Series 4c and 7., 
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The effect of the strength of the constituent materials, f , fD, fU 
Y Y c' 
f , and E , on the beam behavior is somew"hat obscured by the effects of dy-
r c 
namic loading on the materials themselveso The combined effects of dynamic 
loading on material strength, and the resultant effect of material strength 
on beam strength are treated Ln Chapter Vo The effects of the material 
strengths combined into the parameter qU has already been considered with re-
gard to collapse deflection and will be treated quantitatively in Chapter Vo 
The phenomenon responsible f9r the differences in behavior of re-
inforced concrete beams under static and dynamic loads is, of course, the time-
dependent character and impulsive nature of the dynamic load. The effect that 
~amic loading has on beam response depends on the characteristics of the load 
and their relation to the characteristics of the bearne The effect of load 
characteristics on the response of a beam which can be represented by a single-
degree =of-freedom system with a given or kno~m resistance function has been 
studied extensively for several cases of loadings having regular time-dependent 
variations, that is) load-time relations that can be read~ expressed by a 
small number of characteristic parameters (17)0 For the irregular loadings 
applied in these tests J an attempt "Ylas made to correlate some measures of the 
magnitude and time characteris'tics of the load with various measures of the 
resistance and response of the beams tested.. However, these attempts were 
unsuccessful because it was not possible to adequately describe the applied 
loads except by considering the entire load-t.ime function 0 
The discussion above is concerned with the relation between a dy-
namic load and a known resistance functiono However, for a given reinforced 
concrete beam, the resistance is itself a function of the load characteris-
tics. The primar,y effect of load on resistance is that on the strength and 
stiffness of the beam materials due to the rapid application of the load-and 
the resulting rapid strain rates. For the beams in this investigation.the 
most pronounced effect of rapid loading on resistance appeared to be the in-
crease in the yield strength of the tension reinforcing steela 
In Chapter V, the measured strain rates are used to determine the 
increased yield strengths of the reinforcement and, in turn, the dynamic re-
sistance functions of some of the beams tested) from which their behavior 
can be inferred by comparison with the resistances determined with the 
8..11a10g computer 0 
V COMPUTED RESISTANCE BASED ON STRAIN RATE 
5 .. 1 Method of Computation 
Since strain rates were determined for some of the tests) and since 
information was available on the change in strength of steel and concrete as 
a function of strain rate (2, 5») it was deemed worthwhile to attempt to pre-
dict the dynamic resistance of the beams tested by means of procedures al-
ready available for predicting static resistances) but using strengths of the 
materials corrected for the rapid rates of strain involved. 
(a) Resistance Level 
In order to compute the dynamic resistance level it was again assumed 
that Eq. 37 was valid for beams reinforced in tension only or in tension and 
compression. Thus it was necessary only to determine the dynamic yield strength 
of the tension steel o For this purpose) the measured strain rates from Table 5 
were used in conjunction with the steel curve in Fig .. 79 which is taken from 
Reference 5~ The steel used for the tests reported in Reference 5 comprised 
coupons cut from the bars used in the beams described herein. The dynamic 
yield level was then computed as the static level multiplied by the increase 
in steel strength, 
f ~d = ~.p 
y 
where the values of ~ used were those listed in Table 80 The strain rates, 
increased yield strength of reinforcement, and dynamic resistance levels thus 
computed are given in Table 12., 
. (b) Yield Deflection 
The determination of yield deflection is essentially a computation 
of elastic deflection. The deflection at midspan of a beam loaded symmet:-
rically at two points by loads P/2 is 
3 _ 2) 
6 - PaL (3 - 4a (39) 
c - -48 EI 
where at is the distance from a reaction to the nearest load pointG The 
moment at midspan is 
M = PaL 
2 (40) 
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and the cuxvature at midspan is 
Therefore, 
29 
For a ::= 76" 
M 
if) = 
c EI ( 41) 
(42) 
( 44) 
If it is assumed that strain through the cross-section of the beam 
varies linearly with depth} then) at yielding 
€ 
if)y = (1_£9 )d 
where € is the yield strain of the tension reinforcement and kUd is the depth y 
to the neutral axiso If the modulus of elasticity of the steel is taken as 
30,000,,000 psi" then 
f 
Wy = 30 x lO~(l-k')d (46) 
The expression used to determine k i is 
k' = ~2f.np + (l-k" )(n-l)p' 1 + [(n-l)p' ~ i,tp]21 '- [(n-l)p' + np] 
(47) 
1{here 
This formula reduces to 
k' = ~2pn + Cpn) 2 I - pn (48) 
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for beam.s reinforced in tension only) and is based on a linear distribution 
of strain 0 
The midspan deflection at yield can then be computed from Eqso 43 
and 44 with <t> = cP as given by Ego 46" The value of l' in Eq" 46 is re-
c y y 
placed by fyd from ,Table 120 The value of k v in Eq" 46 is obtained from 
Ego 47 or 48 using values of Ec given in Table lAo Values of .6yd thus com-
puted are given in Table 120 
It may be noted that the above procedure for computing deflections 
yields results identical to those obtained from the conventional expressions 
for deflection of a beam of constant cross-section involving the use of a 
moment of inertia for the transformed section with no tension in the concrete 
and corresponding values of E 0 The two procedures are based on identical 
c 
assumptions" 
(c) Ductility 
In Referen~e 20 the following formula (A34) is advanced as a re-
eonable approximation to the ductility developed by two-point loaded beamso 
where.6 is the collapse deflection~ and 
m 
(49) 
The quantity €u is the crushing strain in the concrete) and klk3 relates 
the compressive strength of the concrete in-the beam to that measured by 
the control cylinderse Assuming €u = 00004J klk3 = 0085; and €y = f~30 x 103 , 
where f is in ksio y 
= 
102 
120 + f 
Y 
If it is assumed further that the gain in strength under dynamic 
loading is the same for the concrete and for the steel, then the values of 
gU (Eqo 51) would be the same for both static and dynamic loadingso 
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The values of q ) computed according to Eqo 52 and u.sing f' in 
cr yd 
place of f } are listed in Table 12 and designated q dO In the next column y cr 
of this table, the ductility factor computed according to Eqo 49 is given. 
The collapse deflection, designated 6
md) is the dynamic yield deflection 
multiplied by the ductility factorc The slope of the initial portion of 
the curve) kId = ~d/6ydJ is given in the last col1.Ul1Il of Table 120 
Cd) Direct Computation of Collapse Deflection 
Lnstead of computing collapse deflection as the product of yield de-
flection and ductility, as is done in Section 5olc., it is possible and perhaps 
more desirable to make the computation directly) utilizing fundamental prop-
I 
erties of the beams 0 From the equations in the Appendix of Reference 20 it 
can be shown that 
where cP is the curvature at midspan at crushing of the concrete. If it is 
m 
again assumed, as in Section 5.lb, that curvature varies as the moment} then 
substituting ~ for ~ and 6 for 6 into Eqso 43 and 44 yields) 
m c m c 
for a ::: 1/3 
and for a = 29/76 
Replacing W in Eqso 54 and 55 by the expression in Eqo 53 one obtains 
m 
for a::: .1/3, 
and for a ::: 29/76 
D. = 
ill 
(54) 
It is probable that the values of the terms k1k3J Eu' and qU are 
all influenced by rapid loading 0 However, the scatter in the values of the 
terms klk3 and €u for static loading only, presented in the literature of 
research in reinforced concrete (13), hardly warrants an attempt to dif-
ferentiate between static and dynamic values of these parameterso With re-
gard to qU it may again be assumed, as in Section 5c1c that the values would 
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be the same for both static and dynamic loadings 0 In view of the discussion 
in Section 4.2 regarding the unimportant differences between measured static 
and dynamic collapse deflections it does not appear to be unreasonable to upe 
Eqso 56 and 57 for both static and dynamic loading conditions 0 Further sim-
plification can be achieved by substituting 0 0 1 for the values 001063 and 
001007 in Eqso 56 and 570 Then) assuming klk3 = 0085 and €u = 00004, Eqs. 56 
and 57 reduce to 
(58) 
The values of 6 computed by Eq. 58) using values of q' from Table IB) are 
m 
given in Table 13 for all the beams testedo It must be remembered, however; 
that Eqo 58 is valid only for flexural failures. (These computed values of 6 
m 
are different from those in Table 12 because Eq~ 58 does not involve the effect 
of strain rate on the strength of the materials in the beams.) Also given in 
Table 13 are the measured values of 6 and the ratio of computed to measured 
m 
values. These ratios will be discussed in Section 5020 other information is 
repeated in Table 13 for convenienceo 
502 COmparison with Analog Computer Solutions 
In Table 14 the values of the resistance parameters obtained using 
the analog computer (AoCo) and those computed from strain rates (Stro) ac-
cording to Section 5~1 are listed in adjacent columnso Also given are the 
ratios of the computed values to those ob"t;ained from the analog computer 
analysis 0 
With regard to the dynamic yield level, ~d) the value based on 
strain rate is always higher than the value from the analog solutiqno This 
consistent error could be due to a misinterpretation of the strain-time 
c~esJ a misapplication of the curve in Figo 79, a.misinterpretation on· the 
part of the writer of Reference 5 of the data from which the curve-was ob-
tained) neglect of the influence of the concrete strength on the yield capacity, 
neglect of a possible shift in the neutral axis at yielding due to dynamic 
loading) and perhaps to other umcnown factors. In any case, the scheme used 
in Section 501 to compute Qyd is slightly but conSistently on the unsafe side. 
Probab~ the easiest way to correct this discrepancy is to shift the curve 
shown in Figo '79 so that it yields values of dynamic yield strength of steel 
about ten percent sma11eru 
Tt..le yield deflect:i.onsdet,€;rrulnedf'ram.·strain ratess"rein agreement 
~th those determined with the analog computer except for Beams 4a1 and 5a2, 
although they are consistently too low for the short be8lIJ.so In Reference 11.~J 
the static yield deflections are given for beams having the same spa.n and 
overall dimensions as those of Series 2J 3J and 4, and loaded at the third~ 
points a Computations for the yield deflections of these beams using the 
procedure described in Section 5olb, "lhich is identical with the procedure of 
Reference 14.~ gave -valu.es that averaged 22 percent low for the beams of Ref-
erence l4 reinforced only in tension, and 29 percent low for the beams rein-
forced in both tension and compressiono The range of error was 4 to 56 per-
cent'a The average of the errors in the computed values of Dyd for the short 
beams in Table 14 is approximately 9 percent 0 However J if the values of fyd 
used in the computation are actually 10 percent too high, as is indicated above 
for the computation of ~dJ then the error in Dyd due to the method of com= 
putatioll, disregarding the influence of material strengths, is actually of the 
order of 20 percent, which is in agreement with the results of Reference 140 
No explanation can be offered for this discrepancy, especially since the com-
putation assumes a fully cracked section throughout, the length of the beam, 
which should result, it would seem, in the highest values ofb computable us-y 
ing a ggstraight-line V8 procedure 0 
Gaston (Reference 14) attempts to explain this discrepancy by ques-
tionin.g the use of his measured values of E ~ which 'were what migb_t be called 
. c' 
initial tangent moduli, and questioning the measured value of yield deflectiono 
He explains that the load was applied in distinct increments a~d the yield de-
f.lection could have been consistently over-estimated since deflection readings 
were taken at the end of an increment while yielding may have occurred during 
the load incremento 
Regarding the use of the initial tangent va.lue of EC;l if one inspects 
Eqo 39 in Section 50 Ib it : ,appears that E has a direct effect on /).0 However, 
this is tru.e only for homogeneous cross -sections 0 It can be shown that the 
computation of the transformed moment of .LDertia of reinforced concrete beams 
also involves the use of the value of E ~ as does ~~e computed value of yield 
c· 
capacity 0 These effects tend to cancel each othero A more direct method of 
determining the effect. 'of En on the value of the yield deflection is to con-
.... 
sider Eqso 43, 45, and 470 In these equations it can be seen that Ec is in-
volyed only in the ·c'CDmputat.1on of k U a.l'ld cannot pcss ibly have enougb. influence 
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to change the values of ~ by 15-20 percent. Changes in E of as much as y c 
500,000 psi change kg by only 00020 The explanation regarding the use of 
load increments and the influence of this procedure on the measured values 
of yield deflection may be valid~ The data of the tests herein described 
were continuously recorded, and the errors in computed values appear to be 
·of a somewhat smaller magnitudeo 
The fact that the computed values of yield deflection for the ~onger 
beams are in slightly better agreement with "measured n values (those determined 
from the analog computer solution) suggests some effect of span length or load 
distributiono This could take the form of shear deflection, which would be 
more important in the. short span beams; distribution of yield strain in the 
tension reinforcement, which extends over a relatively greater portion of the 
span in the short beams; and other unknown factors~ 
Examining the expression for 6 J Eqo 43, and that for ~ , Eqo 45, 
c y 
it is seen that 6 could be increased if, for the short beams, the constant 
c 
Oel063 were increased, Ey were increased, or k V were increasedo However, it 
is not expected, in general, that kg will vary a great dealo In fact, it is 
quite close to 004 for a range of normal values of p, p a, and E 0 In addi-
c 
tion, any increase in €y is a correction in the wrong direction so far as ~d 
is concerned, as explained above.. The only quantity remaining is the constant 
Ool063~ A change in this value can be justified on the grounds that the dis-
tribution of· curvature in a reinforced concrete beam does·notvary·as the 
momentJ as was assumed in deriving Eqo 420 The value of the constant would 
have to be approximately 00125 to give compu.ted values of 6 yd in general agree-
ment with the measured values if € were decreased the amoQ~t necessary to y 
provide agreement also between measured and computed values of ~d. 
The next values compared in Table 14 are those of 6m.d/D.YdJ thedyi-
namic ductility" Only four comparisons are made because collapse occurred 
in only these four instances, as noted in Table 140 In the other cases, a 
static test or other dynamic blows followed those reportedo No computations 
are shown in Table 14 for these additional tests because the strain gages 
were destroyed. 
Except for Beam 2b2, the computed values of ductility based on 
strain rates are too higho One probable cause is the use of too high a 
value of € in the computation of q d G If Eu. = 00003 were used instead 
u cr 
of 00004, the value of q d) and therefore 6 d/6 d' would be reduced 12 per-
cr my' 
cent for fyd = 60 ksio Another possible source of error is the use of the 
static value of q U (or CiJ which may be too lowo It may be that the increase 
in streng~h of the concrete is not as great as that of the reinforcement, 
in which case the value of q should be increasedo At least) the curves in 
Figo 79 indicate that for the same strain rate the concrete does not increase 
in strength as much as the steelo 
By a combination of the errors discussed in this section for the com-
puted values of 6. d and 6. d/6 d' the computed values of 6. d corrrpare remarkably y m y m -
well with the measured values given in Table 140 This isa fortuitous circum-
stance and is not to be taken as confirmation of the procedure for computing 
6
md as -the product of 6.yd and the ductility factoro 
In Table 13, values are given for measured and computed collapse de-
flection where the computed values were determined according to Section 501do 
Comparisons are made only for beams· which failed ill flexure. In general, the 
computed values are too low, sometimes strikingly so" The primary reason is 
that Eqo 58 assumes collapse to occur when the concrete crusheso It has been 
pointed out in various places in Sections 304 and 3a5 that this was often not 
the case 0 In many instances crushing. was detected visually and by the strain 
gages before collapse occurred. This was especially true of the beams of 
Series 3 which had compression reinforcemento Nevertheless, in spite of' the 
apparently better agreement between measured and computed values of 6.
md achieved 
by multiplying the yield deflection by the ductilitYJ it is believed that the 
addi'tional deformation capacity which may 'be available after crushing of the 
concrete should not be relied on in design and that a conservative approach to 
the computation of collapse indicates the use of the procedure of Section5old; 
that is) a direct computation of 6.
md based on the assumption that collapse 
occurs when the concrete crushes 0 
Since kId was computed from ~d/6YdJ any errors in these latter 
terms will be reflected· in the former 0 In general, the computed values of 
kId are too high. This is simply a result of too high values of ~c1 in com-
bination with too low values of 6yd G Of course, the use of too hi&h a value 
of kId is unsafe since it wov~d yield too low a value of computed response, 
but it is felt that greater effort should be expended toward the development 
of more accurate methods of computing ~d and 6yd) if possible" and that the 
value of' k1d should then be allowed to fall where it may 0 
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Several of the comparisons made in Tables 13 and 14 are shown 
graphically in Fig~ 80 0 The resistance function from the analog computer 
solution has been taken as the umeasuredN resistanceo The measured values 
of Qand 6. have been expressed as proportions of the measured values of ~d 
and 6.ydO . This results in a single "measuredu resistance function up to 
yield, having co-ordinates ~d = 1 ·and 6.yd = 1. In the inelastic range, the 
values of collapse deflection, 6.
md' are also expressed as ratios of the value 
at yield" 6 yd; thus the abscissas of the points representing collapse ,cor-
respond~' to the umeasured f1 ductility" The ordinates are of course constant at 
Q = Ie Using this representation of the measured values as a base, the re-
sistance functions computed from strain rates are shown in Fig" 80 as dashed 
linese These curves were also obtained by expressing the computed resistance 
as a proportion of the measured value of ~d and the computed deflections both 
at yield, 6.ydJ and at collapse, 6.md, as proportions of the measured value of 
6 yd 0' The four comparisons made are for those 'beams listed in Table 14 \.Jhich 
experienced collapse under the first blow and which, incidentally, generally 
represent the widest range of variation between computed and measured values. 
503 Discussion of Usefulness 
A question may be raised regarding the usefulness in design of the 
information presented in Sections 501 and 5.2, since the strain rates are not 
known prior to a test or at the design stageo However, with the use of an 
analog computer or a numerical method of computation such as the Nevrnark ~­
Method (21)., it is possible to compute the response ofa beam to an applied 
impulsive load" It is then necessary only to relate this response to the 
strain rateo 
From Section 501b it is seen that the deflection at midsp~n is 
6. = HW L2 
c c 
where H is a constant depending on the loading" For third-point loading, 
H = 001063; for two-point loading with a = 29/76, H = 0.1007; for midspan 
loadingJ H = 0,,0833; for uniform loading, H = OcIo42! Substituting, 
(60) 
Eqc! 59 becomes 
Taking the derivative with respect to time of both sides of Eq. 61 
o 
where 6. is the deflection rate, or velocity; and rearranging, 
c 
. 
€ 
C 
. 
=D. 
c 
(l-k i )d/HL 2 
(61) 
(62) 
Values of D. , taken from the measured responses in Figs. 6-43 at the point 
c 
at which yielding occurred as determined by the analog computer for those beams' 
for which € was measured, are given in Table 15. The values of € ) computed 
c. c 
from Eqe 63 using the value of k' computed as in Section 5.1b and the appro-
priate values of H and L2, are also givenu In the next column the values of 
€ taken from the strain VSo time plots are given. There are some glaring 
differences between measured and computed values. However, the important con-
sideration is the effect of strain rate on the yield strength of the stee1~ In 
the last two columns of Table 15, the increases in yield strength as determined 
from Fig .. 79 are given for both the measured and computed values of €c. In 
only one case, Beam 7a2, Blow 4, is the difference more than five percent. It 
can be concluded, therefore, that the use of strain rate determinations is 
feasible as one step in the design and analysis of beams sujected to blast 
loadings 0 In summary, the design procedure might follow these steps: 
(1) Select a beam cross-section. This would be the result of ex-
perience} judgment, previous designs) etc. 
(2) Assume an increase in yield strength due to dynamic loading 
and compute the pertinent properties of the beam, such as ~d' D.yd' kId' 6 md, 
T, etc .. 
(3) Compute the response to a predetermined dynamic loading, using 
some iterative procedure, or an analog computero 
( 4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Scale off the velocity at yield. 
Compute the strain rate in the tension reinforcement .. 
Check the assumed value of r air assumed in Step 2 usLng a y y 
relation such as that shown in Fig& 79. 
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(7) If the assumed and computed values of f dlf do not check) y y 
then return to step 2 with the new valueoi' f·d/f. If they do check) then y y 
it must be decided whether the maximum response of the selected cross-section 
is acceptable. If so, the problem is finished. If not; then thecross-sec-
tion assumed in step I must be changed and the process gone through again. 
This is not presented as the only way to accomplish a design of 
reini'orced concrete under impulsive loads, nor is it necessari~ the most 
efficient way" Of course, the errors between measured arid computed values dis-
cussed in Section 5 .. 2 must be handled in some mannery perhaps by arbitrary co-
efficients applied to the dynamic yield strength as previously suggested. Also, 
it must be realized that the process of computing strain rates from velocity in-
volves the assumption that the strain varies directly as the moment. This can 
be far from the truth in a cracked reini'orced concrete beam, and the only sav-
ing factor is the relatively small, though important, change in influence that 
strain rate has on f alf within the range of rates that occurred in these y y 
testso It is felt that this will also cause the trial and error process of 
Steps 2-6 to converge to compatible values of €c and f d/r rather quickly 0 y y 
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VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The object of this Lnvestigation was to obtain information on the 
strength and behavior of reinforced concret.e beams subjected to rapid loading" 
To this end, 33 beams of various strengths, 6 by 12-ino in cross-section and 
9 ft or 12 ft-8 in.. in span" were tested under static and dynamic loads, using 
a pneumatic loading deviceo The results are presented in the form of graphs, 
tables, and photographs and are interpreted by means of comparisons between 
stat.Ic and dynamic properties, and in terms of the effects of several of the 
variables on the behavior of the test beams.. An analytical procedure for the 
determination of the dynamic resistance of reinforced concrete beams is pro-
posed which involves the use of deflection rates at yield and their correlation 
with changes in material strengthstt 
As a consequence of the study, interpretation, and analysis of the 
test results presented in this report, several conclusions can be drawn,re-
garding the resistance and behavior of reinforced concrete beams subjected to 
rapid loading 0 Before enumerating these conclusions the limited scope of the 
tests should be brought to mind" Limitations on the scope include: the use 
of only one grade of reinforcement with one type of deformation pattern; one 
value each of width and depth of beam cross-section; one type of concrete 
aggregate; one general form of load-time relation; one type of load distribu-
tion; only two span lengths; only two percentages of tension reinforcement; 
and only one percentage of compression reinforcement; limited variation in 
percentage of web reinforcement; and only ten beams where computed and Q'mea-
sure" values could be compared 0 Within the bounds of these limitations; the 
conclusions and findings presented below are believed to·be valida 
With regard to the dynamic resistance of reinforced concrete beams J 
the level of yield resistance was increased over the static level in direct 
proportion to the increase in strength of the tensile reinforcement 0 In most 
cases J the yield deflection and elastic slope also increased with respect to 
the values for beams loaded statically. Generally, a large increase in yield 
deflection was accompanied by a decrease in elastic slope, and vice versa" 
The dynamic resistance level could be maintained through successive dynamic 
loadings; however, a decrease in elastic slope was generally exhibited with 
each success.ive loading.. .A small increase in capacity between the yield and 
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collapse: stages of reinforced concrete beams under two point loa~ing.? and 
the existence of damping, were recognized; nevertheless, it was possible to 
match the measured response of the beams tested using resistance diagrams 
with zero slope in the region beyond yield and neglecting damping" The com-
putations involved the assumption that the behavior of the test beams could 
be adequately represented by a single-degree-of-freedom system, and the re-
sults of the analysis support the conclusion that this assumption is reasonable 0 
With regard to the collapse behavior of the beams tested, it was noted 
that cr-LlShing of the concrete in compression did not necessarily cause collapse. 
Values of collapse deflection computed for the assumption that crushing and 
collapse were coincident) were generally too low as compared to measured values, 
especially for beams reinforced in compression" Measured values of crushing 
strain in the concrete under dynamic loading 1.Jere generally the same as those 
reported by others for static 10 ading 0 However, a small but consistent increase 
in collapse deflection under dynamic loading was noted. The effects of the 
parameter q and of compression reinforcement on collapse deflection were the 
same under dynamic loading as under static loading; that is, tbe collapse de-
flection increased with the use of compression reinforcement and with lower 
values of CJ..o The effect of tie configuration" however, was obscured by other 
factors 0 It appeared that successive blows had a tendency to increase the final 
collapse deflection of a beam tested statically to collapse~ The appearance of 
comparable beams after collapse was generally the same whether they had been 
tested statically or dynamicallY3 if the modes of failure were the same 0 No 
distinctive visual characteristic co~ud be associated with a beam tested dy-
namica1lyo The general effect of stirrups was to prevent shear failure} al-
though no limiting value of web reinforcement 'Was establishedo 
.An analytical procedure for determining the dynamic resistance of a 
reinforced conc~ete beam" based on ,the rate of d,eflection, at yield~ appears---
feasible 0 However" certain adjustments must be made in available data on the 
relation between strain rate and yield strength of reinforcing steel and in 
the method of computing yield deflection based on the flstraight-lineU theory. 
The analytical procedure requires the computation of the entire response curve 
of a beam subjected to dynamic loading, a task for which an analog computer 
has been found to be ideally suitedo 
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APPEl~DIX A 
ANALOG COMPUTER CIRCTJIT 
The analog computer used on this program "\{as a He atb..ki t Model ES 400" 
in conjunction with two Moseley Autograf Model 3 ~ro-axis Recorders" one mod-
ified as a curve follower 0 A schematic diagram of the computer connections is 
shown in Fig~ 81G 
The equation of the system under consideration can be written in 
words as 
Inertia Force + Damping Force + Resistance = Applied Force 
or algebraically as 
Rearranging; 
. 
M 6 = P - C6 - Q(6) 
The computer elements shown·dD. Fig 0 81 
c 
(A-I) 
(A-2) 
In. other . words , the triangular elements} symbols for operational amplifiers, 
can- sum andlor integrate depending on whet.her the signal is fed back through 
a c.ondenser-or a resistor" . The value of the ffgainn for each input} shown as 
A and B, depends on the relative values of the input resistors. and the feed-
back elemento An operational amplifier will. always change. the sign of the 
signal in this model computer.. The circular symbols are potentiometers" 
used to multiply the signal by a constant value less than oneo The switches 
shown across each integrating amplifier in Figo 81 ~e relay contacts" si-
multaneously activated, to discharge the condensers after each run of a prob-
lema The diodes are used to pass a signal in one direction only. The abbre-
viation Ie stands for "initial cond:ttion i ' and ALlX POT stands for iRauxiliary 
potentiometer as 0 
Assuming, for the moment, that the output of amplifier 1 is the 
inertia, then potentiometer 3A is set for 11M and its output is the ac-
.. 
celerationo Elf·integrating with amplifier 3, -6 is obtained. Amplifier 
4 changes the signa Integrating again with amplifier 5, - 6. is obtained 0 
Amplifier 6 is used to sum the various signals making up the resistance, 
thus its output is Qo This is fed back into amplifier 10 
Amplifier 2 is fed by the curve follower, which follows the load 
trace, and a constant signal) (the power supply Ie 3), which cancels any out-
put from amplifier 2 when the curve follower is set at zero load position on 
the graph 0 The output of amplifier 2 is then -P", 
The output of amplifier' 4 is also fed through potentiometer 9A back 
into amplifier 1 and) being proportional to the velocity, represents dampingo 
The sum of the inputs into amplifier 1 represents the inertia 0 This completes 
the elastic system. Amplifiers 13, 8, and 11 introduce a change in slope into 
the resistance diagram while amplifier 10 introduces collapse. Both of these 
effects are achieved by feeding delayed voltages into amplifier 6 of a sign 
opposite to that coming from amplifier 5. 
Amplifier 14 generates a signal varying linearly with time, and 
therefore represents time on the horizontal axes of the curve follower and 
plottero Amplifiers 7 and 15 introduce sign changes so that oscilloscope 
display and plotting can be done in conventional directions. 
A connection from ampiifier 2 to the plotter makes the curve fol-
lower and plotter in to a ~'master-slave'" unit and it is thus possible to de-
termine how well the load trace is tracked; imperfect tracking can be improved 
with a slower. time base (contrOl 14 Adecreased)<> . ·Relay 13})erraits -plotting 
Q instead of time on the X-axis. With 6 on the Y-axis resistance can be 
plotted immediately. 
An oscilloscope is used for convenience in seeing any function at 
any time, or any function at any Qo The connections to. the X-axis are from 
amplifiers 15 or 6. The Y-axis is connected to a switch on the computer 
allowing any amplifier output to be show.£lo 
For detailed information on analog computer components and use, 
see Reference 22. 
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APPENDIX B 
STATIC CAPACITY OF BEAMS 5al AllD 5a2 
There was no static test of a beam of the same configuration as 
Beams 5al and 5a2 which would permit the computation of the static resist-
ancefor these beams by the same procedure used for the other beams tested 
dynamically 0 Therefore, the static capacity of these beams was computed as 
follows .. 
The maximum moment resistance of a beam reinforced only in tension 
can be w.ri tten 
M 
lIl. 
bd2fi 
C 
l' 
= q(l - -q) 2 (B-I) 
if the beam fails by yielding of the tension reinforcement§ Whether the beam 
fails by yielding or experiences·:.crushing of the concrete before yielding de-
pends on the parameter q which is derived in Section 50lc. 
cr 
102 
qcr = 120 + f 
Y 
where f' is in ksio If q = pf If' < q then the beam will yield first. If y Y c cr 
q ~ qcr' the beam will experience crushing first. The capacity in the latter 
case can be estimated by substituting a for q in Eqo B-lo 
. "'"Cr 
For Beam 5al: 
p = 3 .. 33%, f = 49.4 ksi, fR =2.30 ksi, pf 1ft = 00715, qcr = 00 602 y eye
M 
Therefore, m = 00602 (1 - 005 x 00602) = 00421 
bd2fi 
c 
M = 0.421 x 600 x 2.30 = 581 in.-kips 
m 
.. M /29 ino = 2000 kips 
ill 
Using same ini tialslope as measured for Beam 5b1 (kl = 29 .. 9 kips/in .. .) 
~ = 20.0/2909 = 0067 in~ y 
For Beam 5a2: 
p = 3033%, fy = 4904 ksi; f~ = 2~8l ksi, Pf!f; = Oa585, qcr = O~602 
M 
Therefore, m2 = 00585 (1 - 0.5 x 0&585) = 0.414 bd fi 
c 
M = 00414 x 600 x 2081 = 698 ino-kips 
ill 
M /29 ina = 2401 kips 
ill 
6. = 24,,1/2909 = 0081 ina y . 
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APPENDIX, C 
NATURAL FREQUENCY FOR SMALL AMPLITUDES 
In Section 302 it was explained that the natural frequencies of 
vibration of some of the beams were determined prior to testingo The results 
of these determinations are presented in Table 16. The term simple support 
refers to the beam in the frame and clamped to the reaction roller assemblies 
on a 9 ft span, center to center of reactions. The free-free condition refers 
to a scheme not mentioned in Section 3~2; that of having the beam outside the 
frame, supported at two points on the corner of pieces of 4-in. steel angle .. 
The positions of support corresponded to the theoretical node points for an 
elastic bar vibrating in the first mode with free-free end conditions. These 
positions were determined from Reference 23 and are Oa224 of the total length 
of the beam in from each endo For the short beams this was 2609 in. and for 
the long beams 36.7 inG The notation "in frame n for Beam 3al means that this 
determination was made with the pieces of steel angle supported on the base 
rails of the testing frame rather than on the concrete floor as for the other 
determinations.. The terms under UMethod" refe~ to the two procedures for in-
ducing vibration described in Section 3020 
Several things are to be noted in Table 169 Beam 2a2} which was pre-
loaded. before dynamic testing to the point where .cracks reached the mid-height 
of the beam, exhibited no difference in behavior under small amplitudes of 
vibration in the cracked and uncracked states. It is felt that the deflections 
associated with the period determination would have had to be perhaps 10 to 25 
times greater before a difference would have been noticed. 
Another interesting observation is the agreement of values it'or a 
particular span regardless of material characteristics} reinforcing arrange-
ment, etc.. In other words} it appears as though the beams behaved as solid 
masses of concrete irrespective of the reinforcing and that the major variable 
is the span} since all of these beams had the same height and width& 
From Reference 15) the fundamental frequency of an elastic) homo-
geneous bar vibrating laterally with simple supports is 
(C-I) 
and with free-free supports, 
1-There L = span 
E = modulus of elasticity 
I = moment of inertia 
g = acceleration of gravity 
.fA = area of cross-section of bar 
r = density of materalo 
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(C-2) 
Assuming~Ef; I constant f'or these beams, the ratio of' f'requencies f'or the two 
support conditions can be cOF-puted as follows: 
For the short beams, 
j( VEIWArl 1.348 x lO-4 VEIW;fJ I f = = s 2 x (108)2 
f = 22·37 VEIW AJI = 2.472 x lO -4 VEIW A'll f 2n x (120)2 . 
(C-3) 
For the long beams, using a simply supported span of 152 in. and a 
free-free span of 164 in.) the ratio is 
(c-4) 
For the short beams, the average frequency in the free-free condition 
1vas about 130 cps. This value multiplied by the ratio 00545 is 71 cps which 
is some1-That higher than the vaJ.ues obtained using the simple support condition. 
For the long beams j the ratio 00514 times the average free-free frequency of 
67 yields 3405 cps which agrees rather well with the average of the values ob-
tained with simple supports. 
The usefulness of these values of natural frequency obtained for very 
small amplitudes of vibration is open to questiono It is felt that the import-
ance of knowing the period of vibration of a beam lies in its relation to the 
stiffness of the beam) and stiffness is of interest only where it is considered 
over the entire elastic region of behavior) elastic here meaning range up to 
yielding .. 
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Thus, stiffuess can be measured only for larger deflections than 
those employed in these tests for natural frequency, and must surely be af-
fected by the amount, strength" and arrangement of the steel reinforcemento 
TABLE lA 71 
PROPERTIES OF TWO-POINT LOADED BEAMS 
All Beams: b = 6 in., h = 12 in., d = 10 in 0, d v = 8. 5 in., 
Reinforcing steel - Intermediate Grade 
Lo.ad points - 18 in. each side of midspan 
Span: Series 2, 3, 4 - 108 in.; Series 5, 6, 7 - 152 in. 
Beam Reinforcement f fi f' E f 
T,ype(l)Noo of(2)Age 
Tens. Comp .. Shear Ties y y c c r of Blows Days 
ksi ksi ksi pSi6 psi Test 
xlO 
2al 2-#9 #3(§) .. 75 49.1 4014 3 .. 58 665 D 1 I 119 
2a2 2-#9 #3($) .. 75 47.8 3,,40 3033 590 D* 1 I 38 
2bl 2-1/=9 #2@j.5 49.0 4.04 3.49 865 S 108 
2b2 2-#9 #2@5.5 47.9 3006 3,,30 385 D 1 I 32 
2b3 2-#9 #2@),,5 48,,3 3060 3033 560 D 1 I 50 
3a1 2-#9 2-#7 #3@4.25 #2@12 4605 46 .. 8 4 .. 27 4 .. 21 715 S 95 
3a2 2-#9 2-#7 #3@4025 #2@12 46.5 47·2 3.25 3.82 790 DS 1 I 111 
3a3 2-#9 2-#7 #3@4025 #2@l2 46.8 47.2 3.70 4.35 660 DS 1 I 76 
3a4 2-#9 2-#7 #3@4 .. 25 #2@l2 46.1 47.3 3.31 3.86 560 DS* 1 I 92 
3a5 2-#9 2-#7 #3@4,,25 #3@14 45 .. 2 47·5 3·02 3,,76 615 D 2** 86 
3b1 2-#9 2-#7 #2@4.25 #2@12 4100 1.~7. 0 4 .. 09 4044 540 S 112 
3b2 2-#9 2-#7 #2@4 .. 25 #2@l2 43.7 47.9 3 .. 26 3,,74 740 D 3 E 205 
3b3 8-#9 2-#7 #2@4.25 #2@12 4203' 47,,6 3·13 4.54 615 'D 1 I 98 
4al 2-#6 #3@l0 4403 4.28 4 .. 04 725 D 1 I 80 
4a2 '2-#6 #3@10 4705 3085 3.67 665 D 2 I 78 
4b1 2-#6 #2@10 4803 4,,50 3068 535 S 71 
4b2 2-#6 #2@l0 4904 4.12 3.40 575 D 1 I 70 
4b3 2-#6 #2@lO 52 .. 3 3043 3.,8 450 DS 1 I 36 
4cl 2-#6 43.4 2083 3017 525 s 42 
4c2 2-#6 4304 3026 3 .. 49 490 D 3 I 38 
4c3 2-#6 4,08 3 .. 08 3.42 515 D 1 I 40 
5al 2-#9 #3($) ~ 75 4904 2030 2.92 440 D 1 I 24 
5a2 2-#9 #3@3,,75 49 .. 4 2081 3<>71 510 D* 1 I 42 
5bl 2=#9 51.,6 3060 4,,65 583 s 102 
5b2 2-#9 51 .. 6 3.57 4,,06 550 D 1 I 105 
503 2-#9 54,,6 2072 2096 540 DS 1 E 97 
5b4 2=#9 52,,3 ' 3082 3.06 535 D 2 I 49 
6al 2-#9 247 #3@4.25 =/I=2@12 43.6 47.6 3.76 3.69 465 DS 2 E 72 
6bl 2=f!=9 2-=!1=7 #2@l2 f/=2@l2 44.5 48.6 2 .. 98 4.00 385 S 73 
6b2 2-#9 2-#7 #2@12 #2@l2 4400 48.2 4.44 4.00 375 DS 2 E 75 
7al 2-#6 40.8 2079 31023 595 " s 41 
7a2 2-#6 41,,5 2a73 3.83 410 D* 5 I 39 
7a3 2=#6 43.0 3,,27 2078 590 DS 3 E 75 
(1) S-static) D-dynamic to collapse, DS-dynamic followed by static test to 
collapse .. 
* 
Cracked statical1ye Any beam subjected to more than one blow was, of course, 
cracked for the subsequent blows 0 This refers to beams deliberately cracked 
statically before the first blowa 
(2) E-explosion, I-implosiono 
** 
Blow I-explosion, Blow 2-implosiono 
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. TABLE 1B 
DERIVED BEAM PARAMETERS 
Beam p p' r q qW 
ojo % % 
2a1 3··3:3· 0.,98 0.,395 
2a2 .":! U 0 .. 468 
2b1 " 0 .. 31 00404 
2b2 " fI 00521 
2b3 if If 0 .. 447 
38.1 3033 2.00 0.86 00362 0.143 
3a2 n " " 0.476 00186 
3a3 ft tf " 00421 0 0 166 
3a4 " it tl 0.464 0,,178 
3a5 n « n 0.,498 00184 
3b1 n tf 0.39 0 .. 334 00104-
3b2 n " ff 0 .. 446 0.152 
3b3 n » if 0.450 0.146 
4a1 1 .. 47 0,,37 0 .. 152 
4a2 " t1 0 .. 181 
4b1 " 0 .. 17 00158 
4b2 tf ff 0,,176 
4b3 " " 0 .. 224 
4c1 " 0.·225 4c2 tt 00196 
4c3 n 0 .. 209 
5a1 3.33 0 ... 98 00715 
5a2 n if 0 .. 585 
5b1 n 00477 
5b2 ff OG481 
5b3 " 0.,668 
5b4 " 00456 
6aJ. 3·33 2.00 0 .. 86 0.386 0.133 
6b1 " if 0 .. 14 0.497 0.171 6b2 " 11 vt O~330 0 .. 113 
7a1 1.47 Oo~15 
7a2 « 0 .. 223 
7a3 it 0 .. 193 
TABLE 2 
LOCATION OF STRAIN GAGES; NUMBER OF DEFLECTION GAGES; 
STIRRUP AND TIE CONFIGURATION 
(See Fig. 3 for explanation of symbols) 
Beam Strain Gage Location Deflection Stirrups 
Steel Conco Gages 
Tens .. Compo Compo 
2a1 f 1* a 
2a2 5** a 
2bl f 3*** a 
2b2 f j 5 a 
2b3 5 a 
3al 5 b 
3a2 f h k 5 c 
3a3 1 c 
3a4 1 c 
3a5 1 c 
3bl 5 c 
3b2 f i k 5 c 
3b3 1 c 
4al f 1 a 
4a2 f 1 a 
4bl f 1- 5 a 
4b2 f 1- 5 a 
4b3 5 a 
4cl 1 
4c2 f m 5 
4c3 5 
5a1 5 a 
5a2 l' n 5 a 
5bl 5 
5b2 f k 5 
5b3 5 
5b4 g n 5 
6al f' h 0 5 b 
6bl 5 b 
6b2 f h 0 5 b 
7al 5 
7a2 f n 5 
7a3. 5 
* 
Gage at midspan only. 
** 
(}~e at ea.ch location shown in Fig" 20 
Ties 
b 
c 
d 
e 
e 
c 
c 
d 
b 
b 
b 
*** Gages at 10 eat ions 2, 3, and 4 only as shown in Fig 0 2" 
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TABLE 3 
RESULTS OF STATIC TESTS TO' COLLAPSE 
(PROPERTIES OF ELASTO .... PLASTIC APPROXIMATIONS) 
Beam. Approximate \ ~ D. kl D. /6 . Loading y m m y Mode of 
Rate Failure 
kips/min kips in .. in" kips/in. 
2bl 9 45.5 0 0 55 0 .. 95 8207 1·73 Flexure - uBalancedu 
3al 1l 4505 0,,48 4005 94 .. 8 8.43 u Tension -
3b1 7 41,,0 0 .. 54* 3093* 76.0 7028 " If 
4bl 7 2301 0050* 1.98* 46.2 3.96 n n 
4cl 5 19,,4 0 .. 38 '5·1 .. 1 Shear 
5b1 8 2009 0.,70 29 .. 9 f1 
6bl 7 2609 OQ85* 4.98* 31.6 5.86 Flexure - _;. Tension 
7al 5 1103 0 0 60 2.24 1808 3,,74 if tf 
*Corrected for d~ference in~ef1ection at zero load due to making elasto-plastic approximation. 
-..:) 
..r::-
TABLE 4 
RESULTS OF DYNAMIC TESTS 
(APPLIED LOADS AND DEFlECTION RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS) 
Beam Blow ResEonse Characteristics-inches Load Characteristics Mode 
Eermanent set maximum permanent duration maximum of 
f'rom from incremental cumulative set Failure 
static previou.s 
preload blow msec kips (.1) 
2al 1.05 1.05* ~ 64 .. 6 F 
2a2 0 0 19 1002 1.21* 64 54.3 F 
2b2 0.98 0098* 67 57.5 F 
2b3 1.06 1.06* 20 58.2 F 
3a2 3 .. 86 3086 2.98 66 59 .. 6 x 
tt s+ 2.98 1032 403"0* 43 .. 5 F 
3a3 2090 2 .. 90 2.12 39 64.1 x 
n S 2 .. 12 1003 3·15* 45.7 F 
3a4 0 .. 08 3.00 3008 2 .. 40 56 70 .. 1 x 
It s 2 .. 40 1 .. 30 3 .. 70* 39.6 F 
3a5 1 1022 1022 0 .. 55 46 56.2 
It 2 0 .. 55 4018 4 .. 73* 61 59.9 F 
3b2 1 1 .. 20 1.20 0 .. 8J- 4~ 57.8 x 
It 2 0 .. 81 1 .. 86 2,,67 1092 42 56.1 x 
n 3 1 .. 92 2018 4010* 32 61.6 F 
3b3 "':5,,00 
-:5. 00* 00 63.1 F 
4al 2006-2021 2 .. 06~2021* 61 29 .. 7 F 
4a2 1 1023 1,,23 1.18 00 29.0 
n 2 1.18 1,,42-1 .. 53 2.60-2.71* 30 .. 3 F 00 
4b2 No Records F 
4b3 2 .. 04-2 .. 09 2.04-2.09**_ ~ 2.78 62 28.7 x n S 2.78 0048 3.26** 6.0 F -:J 
4c2 1 0006 0·34 0.40 0.13 18.6 \Jl 00 1f 2 0013 0054 0 .. 67 0.36 00 23.5 n 3 0 .. 36 2 .. 11-2~37 2047-2.73**" 29·5 00 F 4c3 0.70-·1;.00 0.70001.00* 59 27.2 S 
TABLE 4 (Continued) 
Beam Blow ResEonse Characteristics-inches 
Eermanent set maximum 
from from incremental cumulative 
static previous 
preload blow 
5al 1.,40 1 .. 40* 
5a2 0020 1 .. 25 1 .. 45* 
5b2 No Records 
5b3, 1.,05 1005* 
5b4 1 1004 1004 
~1I 2 0.,35 1 .. 05=1020 1~40;"le55* 
6al 1 1087 1087 
ltV 2 0.,75 3 .. 16 3091 
90t S 2075 2015 4090* 
6b2 1 1056 1056 
u 2 0055 2025 2.80 
u S 1068 1032 3000* 
7a2 1 0 0 16 0064 0080 
0065 0071 1 .. 36· 
O~84 1004 .1088 
911 2 
fi 3 
1024 1037 2061 
",'::1',,96. 2,~ 2~-=-~ .. ~~X):: 4.21-4068* 
n 4 
8i 5 
1023 1023 
0 .. 62 10,$0 2,,42 
1064 3;,~2 5006 ' 
4090 0 048 5038* 
7a3 1 
iU 2 
in 3 
Vll S 
'+ S=static test to collapse after dynamic test .. 
Approximately., 
* Collap.seo 
'** See e~la..nation in text for two v8~ues of collapse deflectiono 
(l)F-flexure J S~shearJ x-crushingdetectedo 
~ 
0\ 
Load Characteristics Mode 
permanent duration maximum of .' 
set Failure 
msec kips (1) 
32 2~);.1 F 
33 28·5 F 
s 
35 19Q2 s 
0035 49 20~4 
30 26·.1 S 
0.75 54 3205 
2075 64 32·9 x 
27~2 F 
0055 52 3006 
1068 70 29·,,6 x 
1600 s 
0065 54 1008 x 
0.84 62 903 x 
1024 66 12~1 x 
1096 68 1205 x, 
50 1403 F 
0062 53 1204 
1.,64 66 1402 x 
4'091) ~57 1304 x 
302 'F 
Beam 
2a1 
2b2 
3a2 
3b2 
3b2 
3b2 
4a1 
4a2 
4a2 
4c2 
4c2 
4c2 
5a2 
6al 
6a1 
6b2 
6b2 
7a2 
7a2 
7a2 
7a2 
7a2 
Blow 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
TABLE 5 77 
RESULTS OF DYNAMIC TESTS-CONTINUED 
(STRAIN RESPONSE) 
Critical Strain Rates--Inchfinch/seco~d* Maximum 
Recorded 
Tension 
SA-0 .. 32 
0.,24 
SA-0 .. 22 
SB-0.25 
a 
a 
0.,32 
SB-O~31 
a 
0 .. 11 
0 .. 18 
a 
0 .. 08 
SB-0 .. 12 
a 
SB-O~07 
SA-0~06 
SA-O~lO 
8B-0 .. 55 
a 
Steel Concrete 
Compression 
SD-0029 
1470 (1) 
SD-0.,39 
? 
1520 (1) 
8D-0 .. 33 
8C-0 .. 15 
80-0 .. 10 
Compression Concrete 
b 
CO-0 .. 72 
CB-0.76 
CB-0 .. 42 
? 
b 
b 
b 
c 
c 
d 
OB-0.16 
c 
c 
c 
d 
Strain** 
microin .. /in .. 
3760 
5560 
3980 
3040? 
1540? 
2780 
3380 
3700 
2270 
d*** 1340? 
d 1360?, 
d 2140?· 
CB-O .. 14 4820 . 
CB-Oa12 ~ 
Average of unquestioned values 4071 
'* Determined from Figs. 44-66,. Rates for steel chosen in reg:i..on just 
beyond static yield level.. Rates for concrete chosen in region just 
prior to crushingc 
~~ Only tabulated for blows when crushing was detected .. 
*** Gage CC destroyed. 
(1) Maximum strain in microino/ in .. , no yielding" 
(a) Gage circuit destroyed on previous blow~ 
(b) No gages .. 
(c) No crushing detected, visually or with strain gages .. 
Cd) Crushing detected visually but not recorded .. 
TABLE 6 
RESULTS OF DYNAMIC TESTS - CONTINUED 
(EFFECT OF REINFORCEMENT CONFIGURATION) 
Beam 'J.Ype of Compression Ties r Mode of Collapse 
Test Reinforcement Failure Deflection 
(1) % (1) in. 
2al D No 0.98 F 1 .. 05 
2a2 D .. it F 1 .. 21 
2b1 S n.: 0 .. 31 F 0.95 
2b2 D tt n F 0.98 
2b3 D " " F 1~o6 
3al S Yes #2 @lg ..•. ~ _.welded 0 .. 86 F 4.05 
3a2 DB tf #2 @Ll~ ... welded n F 4.30 
3a3 DS " #2 @l2 - hooked at top 
u F 3·15 
3a4 00 118 #2 @l2 - hooked at bottom " F 3 .. 70 -,.' 
3a5 D " #3 @l4 - hooked at bottom If F 4.73 
3b1 S ·ft #2 @l2 - welded 0.39 F 3.93 
3b2 D n #2 @.l2 - welded '1 F 4.10 
3b3 D .. #2 @12 - hooked. at top tt F -5·00 
4a1 D No 0.37 F 2.06-2021 
4a2 D " 
11 F 2.60-2071 
4b1 S " 0.17 F 1 .. 98 
4b2 D ." " F -? . 
4b3 DS If tt F 2004-3.26 
4c1 s " 0 s 0.38 
4c2 D ,. 0 F 2.47-2.73 
4c3 D '" 0 S 0 .. 70-1000 
5al D No 0098 F 1 .. 40 
5a2 D n Ii F 1 .. 4,5 
5bl s " 0 s 0 .. 70 
5b2 D at 0 S ? 
5b3 DS " 0 s 1 .. 05 
5b4 D 
,. 
0 s 1040-1055 
6a1 DS Yes #2 @12 ... welded 0 .. 86 F 4090 
6b1 s " #2 @l2 ... welded 0.14 F 4098 
6b2 DS .. #2 @l2 - welded 91 S 3·00 
7al S No 0 F 2~24 
7a.2 D " 0 F 4021 ... 4068 
7 a'. 'DS 9f 0 F 5.38 
(1) S--static, D-d.1namic J .DS-dynamic fol&owed by static test to collapse 0 
(2) .F,~.flexa:ne j;" S8S.l.'J#.~:~· ',. 
TABLE 7 79 
SUMMARY OF ANALOG COMPUTER SOLUTIONS FOR 
DYNAMIC RESISTANCE 
Beam Blow k1d .6yd .6md \d f3 T Time to Velocity Reach at 
:(1) Yield Yield 
kipsK'in. in .. in .. kips % msec. msec .. in./see !i ' 
2al 93.0 0.67 1.06 62.4 20.4 10 ~'110 
2a2 82.0 0.63 1.02 51.6 22.2 1'2 100 
2b2 94.6 0.64 0.95 60.5 20 .. 6 11 79 
2b3, 84 .. 6 0.62 1.12 52 .. 5 22.0 8 100 
3a2(2) 
- 111.4 0.55 61 .. 4- 18.7 8 138 
3a3 89.6 0 .. 63 56.5 21.4 10 134 
3a4 103.0 ' 0·59 60 .. 7 4~0 19·7 10 135 
3a5 1 95.8 9.64 61.3 2003 11 106 
3a5 2 80.0 0.76 3.92 60.8 22 .. 5 10 151 
3b2 1 No Solution 
3b2 2 69.0 0.88 60.6 23.8 12 104 
302 3 47.2 1.44 2.19 68 .. 0 29,,2 20 143 
3b3 Ho Solution 
4al 49.8 0·57 2 .. 00 28 .. 4 28·5 12 86 
4a2 1 61.,4 0 .. 47 28 .. 9 2585 11 60 
4a2 2 46.4 0.62 1.40 28 .. 8 29.0 14 '79 
4b3 58.4 0 .. 48 2.00 28.0 26.3 11 74 
4c2 1 61.2 >0.34 >20.8 12 .. 2 25 .. 5 
4c2 2, 57.0 0.41 23.4 13·0 26.7 15 40 
4c2 3 59.0 0 .. 41 2 .. 30 24.2 10 .. 2 26.0 10 58 
4c3 56.4 0.43 0.,80 24 .. 2 26.3 12 53 
5al 33.2 0·72 1838 23.9 39.5 14 76 
5a2 31.6 0.83 l.24 26.2/ 40.6 17 83 
5b3 34.7 0.63(3) 210 9(3') 38.5 18 49 
5b4 1 29.9 1.03 (3) 30 .. 8(3) 41~4 5b4 2 29.9 1.00 '1 .. 00 29.9 4104 ' 
6al 1 41.3 0 .. 82 33 .. 9 35 .. 4 17 91 
68.1 2 31 .. 6 1,,01 31 .. 9 40.3 18 109 
6b2 1 4-3.6 0.80 34~9 34 .. 1 16 88 
6b2 2 30.2 1 .. 08 32 .. 6 41 .. 5 18 114 
7a2 1 24.7 >0.64 >15.8 45.8 
7a2 2 17.2 0.66 11 .. 4- 54 .. 0 27 21 
7a2 3 18.8 0.74 13 .. 9 52.3 24 36 
7a2 4 18.2, ' ·0.68 12.4 4 .. 0 52·5 22 48 
7a2 5 i8~8 0.69 2.17 13 .. 0 ' 52.3 17 74 
7a3 1 22.0 0 .. 60 13.2 47.7 18 50 
7a3 2 20 .. 6 0 .. 70 14.4 49.9 20 61 
7a3 3 17~8 0 .. 60 10·7 53.0 19 50 
(1) Undamped .. 
-2 .. 0 kips/in. (2) Slope of inelast~c portion, k 2d = (3) Maximum value attained .. 
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TABLE 8 
,.: I.: ... J' 
Beam Static ProEerties Statically Tested 
~ ~ k1 Beam Used as Base y 
kips in. kips/in" 
2al 45&6 0.,55 8207 2bl 
2a2 4404 0,,54 n f1 
2b2 44.5 0 .. 54 fa n 
2b3 44.8 0054 " It 
3a2 4505 0048 9408 3al 
3a3 4.5.8 0 .. 48 tt 11 
3a4 "4501 0047 n if 
3a5 44.2 0.46 tf n 
3b2 43.7 0 .. 58 76.0 3bl 
3b3 42.3 0 .. 56 11 i'f 
4a1 21 .. 2 0,,46 46.2 4bl 
4a2 22·7 0 .. 49 n tv 
4b2 23.6 0 .. 51 tv u 
4b3 25·0 0.54 It n 
4c2 20 .. 8 0 .. 45 4602 4bl 
4c3* 20 .. 3 0 .. 40 51,,1 4cl 
5a1 20 .. 0 0067 29.9 Appendix B 
5a2 24~1 0 .. 81 It n 
5b2* 20 .. 8 0 .. 70 29 .. 9" 5b1 
5b3* 1802 0 .. 61 tf " 5b4~ 2105 0.72 ~g tf 
6al 2604 0083 3106 6b1 
6b2 26 .. 6 0 .. 84 Vi U 
7a2 11.5 0 .. 61 18 .. 8 7a1 
7a3 11 .. 9 0 .. 63 u n 
* 
Shear failures, no inelastic range in static tests.. Values of ~ 
and 6 correspond to those at failure in shear and do not repres nt 
valuet at yield for these beams. 
Beam Blow 
2al 
2a2 
2b2 
2b3 
3a2 
3a3 
3a4 
3a5 1 
3a5 2 
3b2 1 
3b2 2 
3b2 3 
3b3 ... 
4al 
4a2 1 
4a2 2 
4b3 
4c2 1 
4c2 2 
4c2 3 
4c3* 
5al ... 
5a2 
5b3'*' 
5b4'. 1 
5b4* 2 
6al 1 
68.l 2 
602 1 
602* 2 
1a2. 1 
7a2 2 
7a2 3 
7a2 4 
7a2 5 
7a3 1 
7a3 2 
7a3 3 
TABLE 9 
PERCENT CHANGE IN RESISTANcE P .ARAMETERS 
. DUE TO DYNAMIC' LOADING 
Yield Level Yield· Deflection 
(~d-~)/~ (6 d-6 )/6: y y y 
% % 
36 .. 8 21.,8' 
16 .. 2 16 .. 7 
36 .. 0 1805 
17·2 1408 
3409 14.6 
23.4 3102 
34.6 25·5 
38.7 39.1 
37.6 65.2 
38.7 51.8· 
55 .. 6 148·3 
34,,0 23 .. 9 
27.3 -4 .. 1 
26.9 2605 
12 .. 0 -11~1 
'·>0.0 >-24 .. 4 
12' .. 5 -1.9 
1603 -8.9 
19 .. 2 7·5 
1.9·5 7·5 
10,,9 205 
20.3 3,,3 
43.3 4300 
39.1 3809 
2804 -1 .. 2 
2o~8 22,,9 
3102 -4 .. 8 
22 .. 6 2846 
>37 .. 4 >4 .. 9 
-0 .. 9 802 
20.,9 21 .. 3 
7 .. 8 11,,5 
13 .. 0 . 13:..1 
1009 -408 
21 .. 0 11 .. 1 
-10.1 -408 
* Shear failures 
** Cracked statically 
81 
. Elastic Slope 
(k1d-k1)/kl 
% 
12 .. 4 
-0.9** 
1404 
2 .. 3 
17.5 
-5·5 
8,,6** 
1.1 
-15.6 
-9 .. 2 
-37·9 
7.8 
3209 
0 .. 4-
26.4 
32·5 
23 .. 4-
27·7 
10 .. 4 
1l.O 
5,,7** 
16.0 
G .. O 
0.0 
3007 
·0,,0 
38.0 
-4 .. 4 
3104** 
-805 
0,,0 
-3.2 
0,,0 
17 .. 0 
906 
-5·3 
82 TABLE 10 
STATIC AND. DYNAMIC. 
COLLAPSE DEFLECTION AND DUCTILITY 
6 !/j 
Type D. 6 m "l. m "l. 
Beam of Static Dynamic (1) Static Dynamic (2) Static DYnamic Test 
* 
in. in. in. in. 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (6) 
2al D 1.06 0067 1058 
2a2 D 1.02 0.63 1.62 
2b1 S 0 .. 95 0 .. 55 1973 
2b2 D 0.95 0.64 1.48 
2b3 D 1.12 0062 1081 
3al S 4.05 . 0 .. 48 8.43 
3a2 DS 4,,30 0.55 
3a3 DS 3015 0 .. 63 
3a4 DS 3.10 0 .. 59 
3a5 D 4 .. 47 0 .. 64 6,,98 
.3bl s 30~3 0.054 7.28 
3b2 D 4.11 (5) 
3b3 D ""5.00 (5 ) 
·4a1 D 2000 0·57 3051 
4a2 D 2·58 0.47 5.49 
4bl s 1.98 0 .. 50 3.96 
4b2 D (3 ) (3 ) 
4b3 DS 3. 26 (4) 2.04 0048 4025 4cl s 0038 (6) (6) 
4c2 D 2~66(4) 0041 6.49 
403 D 0.80 cL43 1086 
5al D 1038 0 .. 72 1.92 
5'a2 D 0.70(4) 1 .. 24 0 .. 83 1049 5~bl s (6) 'I"" ~O.J 
5b2 D 
1.05(4) (3 ) (3 ) 5b3 D 
1935(4) 0063 1667 5b4 D (6) 
6a1 DS 4.90 0 .. 82 
6b1 S 4.98(4) o~85 5.86 ' 
6b2 DS 3.00, 0.80 
7al S 2.24 0 .. 60 3074 
7a2 D 4.13 0 0 66 6026 
7a3 DS 5.38 0.60 
* 
S-static, D-dynamic, DS-dynamic followed by static to collapse. (1) From analog computer solution, to which is added any previous permanet set. 
(2) From analog computer solution. 
(3 ) No records. 
(4) Shear failure .. 
(5) No analog solution. 
(6) No inelastic region .. 
TABLE 11 
EFFECT OF DAM~GE ON ELASTIC SLOPE 
Maximum Maximum Total Damage Percent 
Oumulative b.yd Cumulative b.md Possible Ratio kId of Blow 1 Beam Blow Deflection Inelastic Inelastic Slope 
* 
Deflection Deflection 
in. in. in. in" in .. kiEs/ in. 
(1) (:~), (j) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
3a5 1 1 .. 22 0~64 0 .. 58 4047 3,,83 0.,151 95.8 
2 80 .. 0 83.5 
4a2 1 1.,23 0047 0076 2·58 2 .. 11 0.,360 6104 
2 46.4 75,,6 
4c2 1 0 .. 40 ** 0 .. 00 2066 2,,19 0,,000 61 .. 2 
2 0,,67 0047 0.091 57·0 93.1 
3 5900 9604 
6al 1 1 .. B7 0.,82 1005 4090 4008 0 .. 257 41.,3 
2 3106 76.5 
6b2 1 1 .. 56 0080 0076 3000 2020 0.345 43.6 
2 30.2 6903 
7a2 1 0080 
** 
0 .. 00 4.,13 3·31 0.000 24,,7 
2 1~36 0082 0 054 0.163 17·2 69.6 
3 1088 0082 1006 0.320 18.8 7601 
4 2061 0 082 1079 0,,541 1802 73.7 
5 18 .. 8 7601 
7a3 1 1 .. 23 0 0 60 0063 5·38 4078 00132 22 .. 0 
2 2 .. 42 0060 1082 0.381 2006 9306 
3 1708 80 .. 9 
* Illc1udes ally permanent set-due to static cracking prior to Blow 1. 
e? 
~ Yielding did not occur in analog computer solution. 
TABLE 12 en 
+ 
COMPUTED DYNAMIC RESISTP.~CE BASED 
ON MEASURED STRAIN FtATES 
Strain fyd fyd b.md k' 
D,ynamic Resistance 
Rate qcrd ~d b. b.md kId Beam Blow f yd (l)-y- .6yd in .. jin .. /sec. ksi kips in. in. kips/in. 
2a1 0 .. 32 1.40 68.7 - . O~540 1 .. 82 0.52 63.8 0 .. 59 1.07 108.1 
2b2 0.24 1 .. 38 66.1 0~548 1 .. 40 0.53 61 .. 4 0·58 0.81 105·9 
3a2 0 .. 22 1.38 64.2 0 .. 554 3·97 0.45 62.8 0 .. 48 1.91* 130.8 
3b2 1 0 .. 25 1 .. 39 60~7 0 .. 564 4.95 0.45 60 .. 8 0.46 2,,28* 132 .. 2 
4a1 0.,32 1.,40 62 .. 0 0.560 4.91 0.37 29 .. 7 0,,41 2.01 72.4 
4a2 1 0 .. 31 1040 66.5 0.547 4.03 0.39 31.8 0.44 1.77* 72·3 
4c2 1 0.11 1 .. 33 57 .. 7 0·39 27·7 0·39 71.0 
4c2 2 0018 1 .. 36 59 .. 0 00570 3·88 0.39 28.3 0 .. 40 1 .. 55* 70.8 
5a2 0 0 12 1 .. 34 66.2 0 .. 548 1 .. 25 0 .. 51 32 .. 3 1.05 1·31 30 .. 8 
6a1 1 0.27 1 .. 39 60 .. 6 0.,565 5·65 0.46 36·7 0.87 4.;92* 42.2 
6b2 1 O~10 1·32 58 .. 1 0 .. 573 6.76 0.45 35.1 0.82 5.54* 42 .. 8 
7a2 i 0.07 1030 54 .. 0 0 .. 38 14 .. 9 0.68 21.9 
7a2 2 0,,06 1 .. 29 53.5 0 .. 38 14.8 0.69 22.0 
7a2 3 0 .. 10 1032 54e8 0038 15·2 0.67 22.1 
7a2 4 0 .. 55 1045 60,,2 00566 3~38 0038 16 .. 7 0075 2 .. 54* 22·3 
(1) Tension reinforcement" 
* Beam did not collapse under this blow in the test .. 
TABLE 15 
MEASURED AND COMPUTED STRAIN RATES 
Velocity strain Rate j 
€c f dlr 
Beam Blow at "l. 1.. 
Yield Compo Meas .. from from C<jmp. M~as" 
in,,/sec .. in./in./sec .. ino/ina/sec. € € C C 
i 
2al 110 0043 0,,32 1.,43 1 .. 40 
2b2 79 0 .. 30 0 .. 24 1040 1038 
3a2 138 0 .. 61 0 .. 22 1045 1.38 
3b2 1* 0 .. 25 1039 
4al 86 0 .. 44 0.,32 1 .. 43 1.40 
4a2 1 60 0030 0 .. 31 1040 1 .. 40 
4c2 1** 0011 1.33 
4c2 2 40 0.,20 0018 1·37 1.36 
5a2 83 0 .. 18 0.12 1.36 1034 
6a1 1 91 0021 0027 1037 1 .. 39 
6b2 1 88 0.,21 0010 1 .. 37 1.32 
7a2 1** 0.07 1.30 
7a2 2 21 0 .. 06 0.06 1.29 1.29 
7a2 3 36 0010 0 .. 10 1·32 1·32 
7a2 4 48 0013 0.55 1,,34 1.45 
* 
No computer solution. 
** No y.ield point in computer solution .. 
88 
TABLE 16 
NATURAL FREQUENCY FOR SMALL AMPLITUDES 
Beam Frequency Period Method Place 
cycles/sec" millisec .. 
Simple Support 
2al $6 17·9 Single blow In Trame 
2a2-Uncracked 59 16.9 Resonance ff 
2a2~racked 59 16.9 tf n 
2bl 56 1800 Single blow ff 
3a1 60 16 .. 7 Resonance u 
4a2 59 16 .. 9 Single blow if 
4c2 55 18.2 It n 
4c2 54 18.5 Resonance " 
5a2 35.4 28 .. 2 " f.V 
5bl 34 .. 0 29.4 tI u 
6bl 35.4 28.2 ft. fI 
7a2 32 .. 6 30 .. 6 tt " 
Free-Free Support 
3a1 132 7 .. 6 Resonance Outs ide frame 
3al 1~4 6.9 " In frame 
4c2 128.5 7.8 " Outside frame 
5a2 66.5 15·0 n " 
5bl 68 .. 0 1407 u u·v 
6b1 68 .. 8 1405 It tJJ 
7a2 65 .. 2 15.3 ff tl 
(a) Rapid Load Machine (b) Deflection Gage 
(c) Test setup 
measuring support 
FIG. 1 TEST AND SETUP 
TABLE 13 
COMPUTED COLLAPSE DEFLECTIONS 
Beam Type Mode 6. 6. 
of of m m Comp.-
Test Failure Comp" (1) Measo Meas. 
in. in. 
2al D F 1000 1 .. 06 0 .. 94 
2a2 D F 0 .. 85 1 .. 02 0 .. 83 
2bl s F 0.,98 0.95 1.03 
2b2 D F 0 .. 76 0 .. 95 0 .. 80 
2b3 D F 0089 1.12 0 .. 80 
3al D F 2077 4 .. 05 0 .. 68 
3a2 DS F 2 .. 13 '4.30 0.,49 
3a3 DS F 2039 3<>15 0076 
3a4 DS F 2.22 3.70 0.,60 
3a5 D F 2.15 4.47 0 0 48 
3bl 8 F 3081 3 .. 93 0 .. 97 
3b2 D F 2.61 4.11 0063 
3b3 D F 2·71- L ('\('\ (\ cit ~/~vv -V".,J"T 
4al D F 2.,61 2.,00 1030 
4a2 D F 2019 2058 0 .. 85 
4b1 S F 2051 1098 
4b2 D F 2025 
4b3 DS F 1077 2.04 0.,87 
4cl 8 S 1076 0.38 
4c2 D F 2.02 2.66 0076 
4c3 D 8 1090 0.,80 
5al D F 1010 1038 0.,80 
5a2 D F 1·34 1,,24 1008 
50l s S 1064 0.,70 
5b2 D S 1 .. 63 
5b3 D 8 1 .. 18 1005 
5b4 D s 1·72 1035 
6al D8 F 5·90 4090 1020 
6bl D F 4060 4 .. 98 0 .. 92 
6b2 D8 S 6095 3000 
7al S F 3066 2024 10-63 
7a2 D F 3·52 4013 0 .. 85 
7a3 DS F 4,,06 5 .. 38 0 .. 75 
(1) Computed by Eq" 580 
TABLE 14 
COly!P ARISON OF COMPUTED DYNAMIC RESISTANCES 
~d 1::,d 
-:t. 
1::, d/b. d 
m "l. 
A .. Co Str., Str .. Aoeo Stro Str., A.C., Stro Str. A.C. 
Beam BloVT A"C. AoC. A.C" 
(1) (2) 
kips kips in .. in. in. 
2al 62 .. 4 63,,8 1002 0067 0 0 59 0 .. 88 1058 1.82 1015 1 .. 06 
2b2 60 .. 5 6104 1001 0064 0058 0 .. 91 1.48 1040 0095 0.95 
3a2 6104 62.8 1.,02 0055 0.48 0087 (3 ) 
3b2 1 60,,8 0046 (3 ) 
4al 28,,4 2907 1,,05 0,,57 0041 0072 3051 4,,91 1.40 2 .. 00 
4a2 1 28. .. 9 3108 1010 0047 00 44 0094 (3 ) 
lj·c2 1 >20 0 8* 2707 >0034* 0,,39 (3 ) 
~·c2 2 23. l~,*· 2803 1 .. 21 0041* 0040 0 .. 98 (3 ) 
5a2 2602 32 .. 3 1023 0.,83 1005 1027 1.,25 1049 1.,19 1024 
6al 1 3309 360'7 1008 0082 0087 1006 (3 ) 
61J2 1 3409 3501 1 .. 01 0080 Oc82 1002 (3) 
7a2 1 >15.8 1409 >0 .. 64 0068 (3 ) 
7a2 2 11 .. 4 14 .. 8 le30 0066 0069 1,,05 (3 ) 
'7a2 3 l3 .. 9 15 .. 2 1,,09 00 7 il- 0,,67 0,,90 (7 ) \.J 
'7a2 4 1204* 1607 1035 0068* 0075 :L,10 (3) 
(1) Aoeo ~ Analog computer results" 
(2) Stro = Results ~from strain rate d.eterminationso 
(3) Bee.TIl did. no·t col.lapse under this blow 0 
~ Damping il1trodueed into solutiOll0 
b.
md kId 
Str. Stro A.C" str. 
A"C. 
ino k/in. k/in.· 
1.,07 1001 9300 10801 
0 .. 81 0085 94.6 105.9 
111~4 130.8 
13202 
2 .. 01 1001 1~9o 8 7201~ 
61.4 7203 
61 .. 2* 7100 
5700* 7008 
1031 1006 3106 3008 
4103 42,,2 
43,,6 42.8 
2407 2109 
17,,2 22 .. 0 
1808 2201 
180 2~· 2203 
Str. 
AoC. 
1016 
1.12 
1,,17 
1045 
1,,18 
1016 
1.24 
0097 
co (J\ 
1002 
0098 
0089 
1028 
1018 
1022 
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FIG. 67 RESIDUAL STATIC OAPACITY OF DYNAM!C.ALLY LOADED BEAMS.: 
( a) 
Beam 2bl 
Loaded statically 
to .collapse 
( b) 
Beam 2b2 
LOilc1ed dynamically 
to collapse 
( c) 
Beam 3al 
Loaded statically 
to collapse 
( d) 
Beam 3a5 
Loaded dynamically 
to collapse 
FIG Q 68 COjylPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAlVIIC COLLAPSE 
CONFIGURATIONS) BOO.iS) 2bl) 2b2) 3a1) 3a5 
i .;» 
':. .. ....;.. 
Becc:.l 3bl 
LoacLed st;:"ltically 
to cej .. Japse 
(b) 
Beam 3b3 
Loaded dynamically 
to collapse 
(c) 
Beam 4bl 
Loaded statically 
to collapse 
( d) 
Beam 4a2 
10 acle (1 dynmlli cally 
to collapse 
FIG. 69 COIviPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC COLLAPSE 
CONFIGURATIONS) BEAMS 3b l) 3b3) 4b~) 4a2 
( a) 
Beam 4cl 
Loaded statically 
to colla:pse 
(b) 
Beam 4c3 
Loaded dynamically 
to colla:pse 
(t) 
Beam 4c2 
After first blow 
( d) 
Beam 4c2 
After second blow 
( e) 
Beam 4c2 
After third blo\'l 
( colla:pse) 
FIG. 70 COr.'IPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC COLLAPSE 
CONFIGURATIONS) BEAMS 4cl) 4c2) 4c3, 
( a) 
Berun 5bl 
Loaded statically 
to collapse 
(north end) 
(no stirrups) 
(b) 
Beam 5bl 
Loaded statically 
to collapse 
(south end) 
(no stirrups) 
( c) 
Beam 5b4 
Loaded dynamically 
to collapse 
. (no stirrups) 
( d) 
Beam 5b2 
Loaded dynamically 
to collapse 
(no stirrups) 
( e) 
Beam 5a2 
Loaded dynamically 
to collapse 
(stirrups - #30 3.75) 
FIG. 71 COII,JPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC COLLAPSE 
CO~WIGURATIONS) BEAMS 5blJ 5b4) 5b2) 5a2 
( a) 
Beam 6bl 
Loaded statically 
to collapse 
(stirrups - #2@12) 
(b) 
Beam 6al 
Loaded statically 
to collapse after 
dynamic test 
(stirrups - #3@4.25) 
(c) 
Beam 6b2 
After first ,blow 
(stirrups - #2@12) 
( d) 
Beam 6b2 
After second blow 
(stirrup3 - #2@12) 
(e) 
Beam 6b2 
Loaded statically 
to collapse 
(stirrups - #2@12) 
FIG. 72 COMPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAJYIIC COLLAPSE 
CONFIGURATIONS, B~E 6bl, 6al, 6b2 
( a) 
Be8111 7al 
Loaded statically 
to ~ollapse 
(b) 
Be81u 7a2 
Loaded dynamically 
to collapse 
( c) 
Beam 7a3 
After third blov 
( d) 
Beam 7a3 
Loaded statically 
to collapse 
FIG. 73 CO~WARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC CqLLAFSE 
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